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Lipschitz retraction and distortion
for subgroups of Out.Fn/
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Given a free factor A of the rank n free group Fn , we characterize when the
subgroup of Out.Fn/ that stabilizes the conjugacy class of A is distorted in Out.Fn/ .
We also prove that the image of the natural embedding of Aut.Fn�1/ in Aut.Fn/ is
nondistorted, that the stabilizer in Out.Fn/ of the conjugacy class of any free splitting
of Fn is nondistorted and we characterize when the stabilizer of the conjugacy class
of an arbitrary free factor system of Fn is distorted. In all proofs of nondistortion,
we prove the stronger statement that the subgroup in question is a Lipschitz retract.
As applications we determine Dehn functions and automaticity for Out.Fn/ and
Aut.Fn/ .

20F28; 20F65, 20E05, 57M07

Given a finitely generated group G , a finitely generated subgroup H is undistorted in
G if the inclusion map H ,!G is a quasi-isometric embedding with respect to word
metrics. Nondistortion may be verified by constructing a Lipschitz retraction G 7!H

(see Lemma 11), and this is particularly useful because it has extra consequences: if G

is finitely presented, and if there is a Lipschitz retraction G!H , then H is finitely
presented and the Dehn function of G is dominated below by the Dehn function of H

(see Proposition 12).

In studying the large scale geometry of the mapping class group MCG.S/ of any
closed oriented surface S , the Lipschitz projection methods introduced by Masur and
Minsky [12, Section 2] are an important tool. They proved that there is a Lipschitz
projection from (a geometric complex for) MCG.S/ to the curve complex of S . In the
course of investigating the results in this paper, we discovered that the same techniques
from [12] easily generalize to product a Lipschitz retraction from MCG.S/ onto the
subgroup that stabilizes the isotopy class of any essential curve or subsurface of S ,
and so such subgroups are undistorted.

As a step in understanding the large scale geometry of the outer automorphism group
Out.Fn/ of a rank n free group Fn , one might consider the following. The action of
the automorphism group Aut.Fn/ on subgroups of Fn induces an action of Out.Fn/
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on conjugacy classes of subgroups of Fn . Given a free factor A< Fn , the stabilizer
StabŒA� of its conjugacy class is a finitely generated subgroup of Out.Fn/. Regarding
a free factor as an analogue of an essential subsurface, one might ask whether StabŒA�

is an undistorted subgroup of Out.Fn/. The answer is surprising:

Theorem 1 Let A< Fn be a proper, nontrivial free factor.

(1) If rank.A/D n�1 then StabŒA� is a Lipschitz retract of Out.Fn/, and therefore
is undistorted in Out.Fn/.

(2) If rank.A/� n� 2 then StabŒA� is distorted in Out.Fn/.

Upon discovering this theorem, we searched for and found wider classes of Lipschitz
retract subgroups and distorted subgroups, and we applied Lipschitz retracts to settle
questions about Dehn functions and automaticity of Out.Fn/ and Aut.Fn/, all of which
is explained in the results to follow.

More Lipschitz retracts, and applications

Theorem 2 There is a Lipschitz retraction from Out.Fn/ to a subgroup isomorphic to
Aut.Fn�1/, which is therefore undistorted.

The proof is given in Section 3.4, as an application of Theorem 7.

Around 2002 Jose Burillo asked the authors whether the natural Aut.Fn�1/ subgroup
of Aut.Fn/ is undistorted. This subgroup is defined as all automorphisms of Fn D

ha1; : : : ; an�1; ani which preserve the free factor ha1; : : : ; an�1i and the element an .
The methods of Theorem 1(1) apply to answer this question affirmatively, although the
proof is even easier in this case, for which reason we give this proof first, in Section 2.

Theorem 3 There is a Lipschitz retraction from Aut.Fn/ to the natural subgroup
isomorphic to Aut.Fn�1/, which is therefore undistorted.

Combining Theorem 2, Theorem 3 and an evident induction using that a composition
of Lipschitz retractions is a Lipschitz retraction, we obtain:

Corollary 4 If n� 4 there are Lipschitz retractions from each of the groups Out.Fn/

and Aut.Fn/ to subgroups isomorphic to Aut.F3/.
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In [9], Hatcher and Vogtmann found exponential upper bounds for Dehn functions of
Aut.Fn/ and Out.Fn/ when n� 3. In [3], Bridson and Vogtmann found exponential
lower bounds when nD 3, thereby completely determining the growth types of those
Dehn functions to be exponential. Lower bounds in rank � 4 were left unresolved.

Combining Corollary 4 with the lower bounds in rank 3 from [3], and with the fact that
the Dehn function of a group is dominated below by the Dehn function of any Lipschitz
retract (see Proposition 12), we obtain the desired exponential lower bounds for n� 4,
thus completely determining the growth types of the Dehn functions of Aut.Fn/ and
Out.Fn/:

Corollary 5 For all n � 4, the Dehn functions of the groups Out.Fn/ and Aut.Fn/

have exponential lower bounds, and therefore they have exponential growth type.

See also Bridson and Vogtmann [4] for another, later proof of Corollary 5.

In [3], Bridson and Vogtmann use their exponential lower bound for Dehn functions
to prove that Aut.F3/ and Out.F3/ are not automatic, because the Dehn function
of every automatic group has a quadratic upper bound; see Epstein, Cannon, Holt,
Levy, Paterson and Thurston [6]. Bridson and Vogtmann also proved that Aut.Fn/

and Out.Fn/ are not biautomatic for all n� 4, but automaticity was left unresolved in
those cases. Using Corollary 5 we can now resolve this issue:

Corollary 6 For all n� 4, the groups Out.Fn/ and Aut.Fn/ are not automatic.

Remark The proof in [3] that Out.Fn/ and Aut.Fn/ are not biautomatic is inductive,
based on exploiting theorems about centralizers of finite sets in biautomatic groups due
to Gersten and Short [7]. The method of Lipschitz retraction to subgroups may prove
effective in other contexts similar to the present one for inductive verification of lower
bounds on isoperimetric functions and failure of automaticity.

Stabilizers of free splittings

The two special cases of Lipschitz retracts of Out.Fn/ mentioned so far — of Theorem 1,
case (1) and Theorem 2 — are each best expressed in the language of trees. This leads
to a rich collection of undistorted subgroups of Out.Fn/, as expressed in our next
theorem.

Define a free splitting of Fn to be a minimal action of Fn on a nontrivial, simplicial
tree T with trivial edge stabilizers. As is traditional in this subject, the notation T

will incorporate both the tree and the action of Fn ; we shall denote the action of
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g 2 Fn on T by x 7! g � x . Two free splittings T;T 0 are conjugate if there exists
a homeomorphism f W T 7! T 0 such that f .g � x/ D g � f .x/. The group Out.Fn/

acts on the set of conjugacy classes of free splittings of Fn , and the stabilizer of the
conjugacy class of a free splitting T is denoted StabŒT �. A free splitting may also be
understood using Bass–Serre theory, being the Bass–Serre tree of its quotient graph of
groups.

Theorem 7 Given a free splitting T of Fn , there is a Lipschitz retraction from
Out.Fn/ to its subgroup StabŒT �, which is therefore undistorted in Out.Fn/.

Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 7. Section 3.1 contains a sketch of the proof,
outlining the major ideas, for a special case that is relevant to Theorem 1(1), namely a
free splitting with one vertex orbit and one edge orbit. Section 3.3 contains the detailed
proof of the general case.

The application of Theorem 7 to proving Theorem 2 is found in Section 3.4. The
application to proving Theorem 1(1) is found in Section 4.1, the idea being that for
every corank 1 free factor there exists a free splitting with a single edge orbit such that
the stabilizers of their conjugacy classes are the same subgroup of Out.Fn/. See also
the paragraph just after the statement of Theorem 8 below, which discusses a broader
setting for this application of Theorem 7, in terms of “coedge 1 free splittings” and
“coindex 1 free factor systems”.

Stabilizers of free factor systems

We extend Theorem 1 as follows. A nonempty set F D fŒA1�; : : : ; ŒAK �g of conjugacy
classes of nontrivial free factors of Fn is called a free factor system if it is represented
by subgroups A1; : : : ;AK such that there exists a free factorization of the form Fn D

A1 � � � � �AK �B , where B may be trivial. The action of Out.Fn/ on conjugacy
classes of free factors extends to an action on free factor systems. The coindex of
F D fŒA1�; : : : ; ŒAK �g is the number

coindex.F/D j�.Fn/j �

KX
kD1

j�.Ak/j D .n� 1/�

KX
kD1

.rank.Ak/� 1/:

Topologically this is the number of edges that must be attached to the vertices of
the union of K connected graphs of ranks equal to rank.A1/; : : : ; rank.AK /, re-
spectively, in order to make a connected graph of rank n. It is also the minimum,
among all graphs of rank n having a subgraph with K components of ranks equal to
rank.A1/; : : : ; rank.AK /, of the number of edges not in the subgraph; this minimum
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is achieved if and only if every edge not in the subgraph has each endpoint in the
subgraph.

Theorem 8 Let F be a free factor system of Fn .

(1) If coindex.F/D 1 then Stab.F/ is a Lipschitz retract of Out.Fn/, and therefore
is undistorted in Out.Fn/.

(2) If coindex.F/� 2 then Stab.F/ is distorted in Out.Fn/.

In Section 4.1 we prove Theorem 8(1), by showing that for any free factor system F of
coindex 1 there is a free splitting T with one edge orbit such that Stab.F/D StabŒT �.

In Section 4.3 we prove Theorem 8(2), by describing an explicit sequence �k 2Stab.F/
whose word length in Out.Fn/ grows linearly but whose word length in Stab.F/ grows
exponentially. The phenomenon which allows this to happen is that for any marked
graph G having a core subgraph K �G representing the free factor system F , and
any oriented edge E � G nK having terminal endpoint in K , the edge E may be
“Dehn twisted” around any circuit u in K whatsoever — as long as u is based at the
terminal point of E — by a map on G taking E to Eu and restricting to the identity
on K . By careful choice of a sequence of twist circuits uk one defines the sequence
�k with the desired properties.

Contents

Section 1 contains preliminary results about quasi-isometric geometry, and about
Out.Fn/ and Aut.Fn/, the spine of outer space denoted Kn , and the spine of autre
espace denoted An . Corollary 10 sets the stage for proofs of coarse Lipschitz retraction
or distortion of finitely generated subgroups of any finitely generated group, by showing
that these are equivalent to coarse Lipschitz retraction or distortion of corresponding
subcomplexes, via the Milnor–Švarc Lemma.

Proofs regarding subgroups of Out.Fn/ and Aut.Fn/ that are coarse Lipschitz retracts
are contained in Sections 2, 3 and 4.1. Proofs regarding distorted subgroups are
contained in Section 4.3, with supporting material in Section 4.2. The distortion proofs
and the nondistortion proofs are almost entirely independent, and one can choose to
read one or the other first, with overlapping material mostly isolated in Section 1. In
particular, readers interested in distortion may, after reviewing relevant material in
Section 1, skip straight to Section 4.2 or even to Section 4.3.

Section 2 contains the proof of Theorem 3, which is given before the proof of Theorem 7
because of its more elementary nature.
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Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 7, regarding StabŒT � < Out.Fn/. Section 3.2
describes a subcomplex KT

n �Kn corresponding to StabŒT �, and contains the proof
of Lemma 18 which includes a description of the algebraic structure of (a finite index
subgroup of) StabŒT �, one part of which was first proved by Levitt in [11]. The heart of
the proof of Theorem 7 is in Section 3.3 which describes a coarse Lipschitz retraction
Kn 7!KT

n .

Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 8, regarding Stab.F/ < Out.Fn/. Section 4.1
handles the case where coindex.F/D 1, by an application of Theorem 7. Section 4.2
describes a subcomplex KF

n �Kn corresponding to Stab.F/. Section 4.3 handles the
case where coindex.F/� 2 by proving that the subcomplex KF

n is distorted in Kn .
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1 Preliminaries

1.1 Quasi-isometries and Lipschitz retracts

Given two metric spaces X;Y , a function f W X ! Y , and constants K � 1, C � 0,
we say that f is K;C coarse Lipschitz if dY .f .a/; f .b//�KdX .a; b/CC for all
a; b 2 X , we say that f is a K;C quasi-isometric embedding if it is K;C coarse
Lipschitz and 1

K
dX .a; b/� C � dY .f .a/; f .b// for all a; b 2 X , and we say that

f is a K;C quasi-isometry if it is a K;C quasi-isometric embedding and for each
y 2 Y there exists x 2 X such that dY .f .x/;y/ � C . For each of these terms we
often drop the reference to the constants K;C . A composition of quasi-isometries
is a quasi-isometry, and any quasi-isometry f W X ! Y has a coarse inverse, a map
xf W Y ! X such that each of the maps xf ı f and f ı xf move points a uniformly

bounded distance; the quasi-isometry constants of xf and the distance bounds for xf ıf
and f ı xf depend only on the quasi-isometry constants of f .

A metric space X is proper if every closed ball is compact, and X is geodesic if for
any a; b 2 X there is a rectifiable path from a to b whose length equals dX .a; b/.
For example (see Section 1.3), every simplicial complex supports a geodesic metric in
which each simplex is isometric to a Euclidean simplex of side length 1; if the complex
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is locally finite then this metric is proper. Any action G Õ X on a simplicial complex
which respects simplicial coordinates is an isometry.

Lemma 9 (Milnor [13] and Švarc [15]) For any group G and any proper, geodesic
metric space X , if there exists a properly discontinuous, cocompact, isometric action
G Õ X then G is finitely generated. Furthermore, for any such action and any point
x 2X , the orbit map g 7! g �x is a quasi-isometry OW G!X , where G is equipped
with the word metric of any finite generating set.

Given a geodesic metric space X , a subspace Y � X is said to be rectifiable if any
two points x;y 2 Y are endpoints of some path in Y which is rectifiable in X and
whose length is minimal amongst all rectifiable paths in Y with endpoints x;y . It
follows that minimal path length defines a geodesic metric on Y . Examples include any
connected subcomplex of any connected simplicial complex, using a natural simplicial
metric where each simplex is isometric to a Euclidean simple of side length 1. We say
that Y is a (coarse) Lipschitz retract of X if there exists a (coarse) Lipschitz retraction
f W X 7! Y , meaning a (coarse) Lipschitz function that restricts to the identity on Y .

Corollary 10 If G is a finitely generated group acting properly discontinuously and
cocompactly by isometries on a connected locally finite simplicial complex X , if
H < G is a subgroup, and if Y � X is a nonempty connected subcomplex which is
H–invariant and H–cocompact, then:

(1) H is finitely generated.

(2) H is undistorted in G if and only if the inclusion Y ,!X is a quasi-isometric
embedding.

(3) The following are equivalent:
(a) H is a Lipschitz retract of G .
(b) The 0–skeleton of Y is a Lipschitz retract of the 0–skeleton of X .
(c) The 1–skeleton of Y is a Lipschitz retract of the 1–skeleton of X .
(d) Y is a coarse Lipschitz retract of X .

Proof The actions of G on X and H on Y satisfy the hypotheses of the Milnor–Švarc
Lemma so (1) follows. Also, choosing a base vertex x 2 Y , it follows that the orbit
map g 7! g � x defines quasi-isometries OG W G 7! X and OH W H 7! Y . Denoting
inclusions as iY W Y ,!X and iH W H ,!G we have OG ı iH D iY ıOH . It follows
that iY is a quasi-isometric embedding if and only if iH is, proving (2). Choose C � 0

so that each point of X is within distance C of image.OG/ and each point of Y is
within distance C of image.OH /.
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To prove (a)D)(b), suppose �H W G!H is a Lipschitz retraction. Define �Y from
the 0–skeleton of X to the 0–skeleton of Y as follows: given a vertex v 2 X ,
choose gv 2 G so that OG.gv/ D gv � x is within distance C of v , and define
�Y .v/DOH ı�H .gv/. Chasing through diagrams, �Y is easily seen to be Lipschitz,
although it might not be a retraction. But if v 2 Y then we can choose gv to be in H

and so �Y .v/DOH .�H .gv//DOH .gv/D gv �x is within distance C of v and so,
by moving �Y .v/ a uniformly bounded distance for all vertices v of Y , we obtain a
Lipschitz retraction.

The implication (b)D)(c) follows by extending any Lipschitz retract of 0–skeleta
continuously so as to map each edge to an edge path of bounded length. To prove
the implication (c)D)(d), extend across each higher-dimensional simplex � by the
identity on the interior of � if � � Y , and otherwise extend so that the image of the
interior of � is contained in the image of the 1–skeleton of � ; continuity is ignored in
this extension, hence one obtains only a coarse Lipschitz retract.

To prove (d)D)(a), suppose �Y W X ! Y is a coarse Lipschitz retract. For each g 2G ,
choose hD �H .g/ 2H so that �Y .OG.g// is within distance C of OH .h/. Chasing
through diagrams �H is again easily seen to be Lipschitz. It might not be a retraction,
but if g 2H then OG.g/DOH .g/ 2 Y is equal to �Y .OH .g// and is within C of
OH .h/, and so dH .g; h/ is uniformly bounded; by moving hD �H .g/ a uniformly
bounded distance to g we therefore obtain a Lipschitz retraction.

Remark If one were not satisfied with the statement of item (d), and if X and Y

were to satisfy higher connectivity properties, then one could pursue the issue of a
continuous Lipschitz retraction up through higher-dimensional skeleta. This is useful
for investigating higher isoperimetric functions.

Lipschitz retracts give a handy method for verifying nondistortion:

Lemma 11 If X is a geodesic metric space and Y �X is a rectifiable subspace, and
if Y is a coarse Lipschitz retract of X , then the inclusion Y ,!X is a quasi-isometric
embedding.

Proof By definition of a rectifiable subspace, dX .x;y/� dY .x;y/ for all x;y 2 Y .
For the other direction, if f W X ! Y is a .K;C /–coarse Lipschitz retract then for all
x;y 2 Y we have dY .x;y/D dY .f .x/; f .y//�KdX .x;y/CC .

The Dehn function of a finitely presented group Consider a finitely presented group
G D hgi jRj i, i D 1; : : : ; I , j D 1; : : : ;J . Let C be the presentation CW–complex,
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with one vertex, one oriented edge ei labeled by each generator gi , and one 2–cell
�j whose boundary is attached along the closed path given by each defining relator
Rj , inducing an isomorphism G � �1.C /. Given a relator in G — a word w in the
generators that represents the identity element — the path in C labeled by w is null
homotopic. A Dehn diagram for a relator w is a continuous function d W D ! C

defined on a closed disc D such that, with respect to some CW–structure on D , each
vertex of D maps to the vertex of C , each edge of D maps to an edge path of C ,
the restriction d j@D is a parameterization of the edge path w , and the restriction of
d to each 2–cell � of D satisfies one of two possibilities: d.�/ is contained in the
1–skeleton of C in which case we say that � collapses; or there is a relator Rj such
that the restriction of d to the boundary of � traces out the path Rj and the restriction
of d to the interior of � is a homeomorphism to the interior of �j . The number of
2–cells of the latter type is denoted Area.d/. Denote by Area.w/ the minimum of
Area.d/ over all Dehn diagrams d of w . The Dehn function of the presentation is
the function f W N!N , where f .m/ equals the maximum of Area.w/ amongst all
words of length �m. If f 0.m/ is the Dehn function of any other finite presentation of
G then there exist constants A;B;C > 0 such that

f 0.m/�Af .Bm/CC m and f .m/�Af 0.Bm/CC m for any m 2N .

More generally, given two functions f;gW N!N , we say that f is dominated above
by g or that g is dominated below by f if there exist constants A;B;C > 0 such that
f .m/�Ag.Bm/CC m. In particular, for a finitely presented group G , either all of
its Dehn functions are dominated below by an exponential function, or none of them
are.

Proposition 12 Given a finitely presented group G and a finitely generated subgroup
H , if H is a Lipschitz retract of G then H is finitely presented and the Dehn function
of G is dominated below by the Dehn function of H .

Proof The proof is based on familiar techniques. Choose finite generating sets for G

and H so that the generators of H are a subset of the generators of G , and hence there is
an inclusion of Cayley graphs �H ��G which satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 10.
Applying that corollary we obtain a K–Lipschitz retraction � W �G ! �H . Choose
a finite set of defining relators for G , and let ` be an upper bound for their lengths.
By attaching a 2–cell to each closed edge path of �H of length �K`, the result is a
simply connected 2–complex on which �1.H / acts properly and cocompactly, from
which finite presentation of H follows, and from which one can derive the desired
inequality of Dehn functions.
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In more detail, for any word w in the generators of H that defines the trivial element,
there is a minimal area Dehn diagram d for w defined using the relators of G . Let
D be the domain of d and let bD denote the union of the 1–skeleton of D and its
collapsing 2–cells. We may regard the restriction d jbD as mapping into the Cayley
graph of G . The composition � ı d jbD maps into the Cayley graph of H , and the
image of the boundary of any noncollapsing 2–cell � of D is a closed edge path in
the Cayley graph of H of length at most K`, which is the boundary of one of the
2–cells attached to �H . We may therefore extend � ı .d jbD/ across these 2–cells to
obtain a Dehn diagram for w in the relators of H , proving that H is finitely presented.
Furthermore, the area of this new Dehn diagram is equal to the area of d itself, proving
that the Dehn function of G is dominated below by the Dehn function of H .

Remark The same result is true for higher-dimensional isoperimetric functions of
groups with higher finiteness properties, using a similar proof, where Corollary 10
is extended to (noncoarse) Lipschitz retracts between higher-dimensional skeleta as
remarked upon following the proof of that corollary.

1.2 Free groups

The notation F D ha1; : : : ; aki will mean that F is the free group with free basis
fa1; : : : ; akg. Associated to F and its given free basis is a rose RF , a CW 1–complex
with one vertex x and with k oriented edges called petals labeled a1; : : : ; ak , such
that F is identified with �1.RF ;x/ and each free basis element ai is identified with
the path homotopy class of the petal with the label ai . The number k is the rank of F .

For the notation of this paper, Fn D ha1; : : : ; ani and Rn DRFn
will denote a fixed

rank n free group with free basis and its associated rose. However, for the rest of
Section 1, as well as in various places around the paper, we will couch some of our
definitions and statements in terms of a general finite rank free group denoted F , in
order that these definitions can apply as well to subgroups of Fn .

The action of the automorphism group Aut.F / on elements g 2 F and subgroups of
Aut.F / induces an action of the outer automorphism group Out.F /D Aut.F /=Inn.F /

on conjugacy classes of elements and subgroups. We generally use square brackets Œ � �
to denote conjugacy classes, or more generally any variety of equivalence relation on
which Out.F / acts.

A free factorization of F , written FDA1�� � ��AK , is a set of subgroups fA1; : : : ;AK g

with pairwise trivial intersections having the property that each nontrivial g 2 F can
be written uniquely as a product of nontrivial elements g D a1 � � � am such that each
ai is an element of one of A1; : : : ;AK . A free factor system of F is a nonempty
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set of nontrivial subgroup conjugacy classes of the form F D fŒA1�; : : : ; ŒAK �g such
that there exists a free factorization of the form F D A1 � � � � �AK �B , where B

may be trivial; F is improper if K D 1 and A1 D F , otherwise F is proper. The
individual conjugacy classes ŒA1�; : : : ; ŒAK � 2 F are called the components of F , and
F is connected if it has one component. We use literal set theory notation

S
F to

denote the union of the elements of F , that is, for any subgroup A < F , we have
A 2

S
F if and only if ŒA� 2 F .

We define a partial order on free factor systems: F @ F 0 if and only if for each
A 2

S
F there exists A0 2

S
F 0 such that A<A0 . Recalling the coindex defined in

the introduction, we have the following elementary fact:

Lemma 13 For any free factor systems F ;F 0 in F , if F @ F 0 then coindex.F 0/ �
coindex.F/, with equality if and only if F D F 0 .

Given an isomorphism �W F ! F 0 of finite rank free groups, there is an induced map
denoted �� , well defined up to pre- and postcomposition by inner automorphisms, from
conjugacy classes in F to conjugacy classes in F 0 , and in particular from free factor
systems in F to free factor systems in F 0 . We also use the notation �� for similar
purpose when � is a homotopy equivalence between finite graphs.

The action of Out.F / on conjugacy classes of subgroups induces an action on free
factor systems. The stabilizer of a free factor system F is the subgroup

Stab.F/D f� 2 Out.F / j �.F/D Fg:

When F D fŒA�g is connected we write StabŒA�D Stab.F/.

1.3 Graphs

In this paper a simplicial complex X will be the geodesic metric space associated with
an abstract simplicial complex (see for example [14, Chapter 3, Section 1]), in which
every simplex comes equipped with coordinates making it isometric to a Euclidean
simplex of side length 1; these metrics on simplices extend uniquely to a geodesic
metric on X which is proper if and only if X is locally finite. The underlying CW–
complex structure also induces a weak topology on X which equals the metric topology
if and only if the complex is locally finite.

A graph is a 1–dimensional CW–complex. A simplicial tree is a simplicial complex
which is a contractible graph. A simplicial forest is a graph whose components are
simplicial trees. On a simplicial tree we may impose a geodesic metric making each
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1–cell isometric to a closed interval in R of any positive length, resulting in a simplicial
R–tree; an R–graph is similarly defined.

A map between graphs that takes each 0–cell to a 0–cell and each 1–cell either to a
0–cell or homeomorphically to a 1–cell is called a cellular map or a simplicial map
depending on the context. A surjective cellular map is called a forest collapse if the
inverse image of any 0–cell is a tree. A bijective cellular map is called an isomorphism,
and a self-isomorphism of a graph is called an automorphism.

Any graph or tree not homeomorphic to a circle and having no isolated ends has a
unique natural cell structure with no 0–cells of valence 2; phrases such as “natural
vertex” or “natural edge” will refer to this natural structure. Every CW decomposition
is a refinement of this natural cell structure. Every homeomorphism of the weak
topology between graphs equipped with natural cell structures is an isomorphism of
those structures.

1.4 Free splittings

A splitting of a group G is a simplicial action of G on a nontrivial simplicial tree T

such that the action is minimal, meaning no proper subtree of T is invariant under the
action, and for each edge e � T and g 2G , if g.e/D e then g restricts to the identity
on e . Formally a splitting is given by a homomorphism �W G! Aut.T / with values
in the group of simplicial automorphisms of T . We will denote this by �W G Õ T ,
or suppressing the action just G Õ T , or suppressing the group just T . We often use
notation like .g;x/ 7! g �x 2 T to refer to the image of the action of g 2G on x 2 T ;
formally g �x D �.g/.x/.

In this paper, the groups which act are all free of finite rank, and all splittings will
be “free splittings” meaning that all edges have trivial edge stabilizers, and we shall
immediately specialize our definitions to that context. Also, although we often work in
the context of fixed rank n free group Fn and its finite rank subgroups, in this section
we couch all definitions in terms of an arbitrary finite rank free group, in order to
accommodate free splittings of subgroups of Fn .

A free splitting of a finite rank free group F is a splitting F Õ T such that the stabilizer
subgroup of every edge e � T is trivial, meaning that if g 2F and g.e/D e then g is
the identity element of F . Associated to a free splitting F Õ T is a free factor system
denoted F.T /, consisting of the conjugacy classes of all nontrivial subgroups of the
form Stab.v/D fg 2 F j g � v D vg. A free splitting F Õ T is proper if F.T /D∅,
i.e., the stabilizer subgroup of every vertex is trivial; equivalently, the action is free and
properly discontinuous.
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A conjugacy from a free splitting �W F Õ T to a free splitting �0W F Õ T 0 is a
homeomorphism f W T ! T 0 such that f is equivariant, meaning that f ı �.g/ D
�0.g/ıf for all g 2F . We say that T and T 0 are conjugate if there exists a conjugacy
f W T ! T 0 . Conjugacy is an equivalence relation amongst free splittings, and we use
the notation ŒT � to refer to the equivalence class. Note that any conjugacy f is an
isomorphism of natural simplicial structures, although we do not require f to be an
isomorphism of whatever subdivided simplicial structures T and T 0 may have.

The outer automorphism group Out.F / has a natural right action on the set of conjugacy
classes of free splittings: the action of � 2 Out.F / on the class of a free splitting
�W F Õ T is the class of the free splitting � � �W F Õ T which is well-defined up
to conjugacy by the formula � ��.g/D �.ˆ.g// for any choice of an automorphism
ˆ 2 Aut.F / representing � . We also denote this action by ŒT � �� or just T �� . Notice
that, suppressing the role of �, the image of the action .g;x/ 7! g �x can be denoted as
the action .g;x/ 7!ˆ.g/ �x . The stabilizer of the class of a free splitting �W F Õ T

is the group
StabŒT �D f� 2 Out.F / j T �� D T g:

A semiconjugacy from a free splitting �W F Õ T to a free splitting �0W F Õ T 0 is a
continuous equivariant map f W T ! T 0 that takes vertices to vertices and restricts on
each edge of T to an embedding or a constant map. Since � and �0 are minimal, any
semiconjugacy between them is surjective.

1.5 The spines of outer space et les autres espaces

In this section, given a finite rank free group F , we review the spine of outer space
denoted KF on which Out.F / acts, and the spine of autre espace denoted AF on
which Aut.F / acts. Vertices of KF are marked graphs, and vertices of AF are marked
graphs with a base point, modulo an appropriate equivalence in each case. For details
and further references for this material, see [16]. We also consider a variation on AF ,
whose vertices are marked graphs with multiple base points.

Marked graphs Choose a basis for F with associated rose RF , inducing an iden-
tification �1.F / D �1.RF /. An F –marked graph is a pair .G; �/, where G is a
finite core graph meaning that no vertex has valence 1, equipped with a homotopy
equivalence �W RF !G called the marking (the usual definition requires no vertices
of valence � 2, but we will allow such vertices and simply use the natural cell structure
as needed). Two marked graphs .G; �/ and .G0; �0/ are equivalent if there exists a
homeomorphism hW G ! G0 such that h�; �0W RF !G0 are homotopic. We often
suppress the marking � from the notation, using phrases like “a marked graph G”,
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just as we often suppress the action in the notation for a free splitting; for instance, the
equivalence class of .G; �/ is formally denoted ŒG; �� or just ŒG� when � is understood.
The right action of the group Out.F / on equivalence classes of marked graphs is defined
by ŒG; �� �� D ŒG; � ıˆ�, where ˆW RF !RF is a homotopy equivalence inducing
� 2 Out.F /D Out.�1RF /.

The universal covering construction defines a bijection between the set of conjugacy
classes of proper free splittings of F and the equivalence classes of F –marked graphs,
which associates to each F –marked graph .G; �/ a proper, minimal action F Õ eG
on the universal covering space which is well-defined up to precomposition by an
inner automorphism of F ; the inverse of this bijection associates to each proper free
splitting F Õ T the quotient core graph G D T=F with a marking �W RF !G that
is well-defined up to homotopy. This bijection clearly respects the actions of Out.F /

on conjugacy classes of proper free splittings and on conjugacy classes of F –marked
graphs.

Given two F –marked graphs .G; �/, .G0; �0/ and a homotopy equivalence hW G!G0 ,
we say that h preserves marking if h ı � is homotopic to �0 .

Given an F –marked graph .G; �/, the marking �W RF !G induces a well-defined
bijection �� between conjugacy classes in F D �1.RF / and conjugacy classes in
�1.G/, and between free factor systems in F and free factor systems in �1.G/.
Every proper, connected, noncontractible subgraph H �G determines a well-defined
connected free factor system in �1.G/ denoted Œ�1H �, and one in Fn denoted ŒH �

which is characterized by the equation ��ŒH � D Œ�1H �. More generally, for every
proper subgraph H � G with noncontractible components H1; : : : ;Hk there is an
associated free factor system in Fn denoted ŒH �D fŒH1�; : : : ; ŒHk �g.

We record the following elementary lemma for easy reference. Given an F –marked
graph .G; �/ and a natural subforest E � G , there is a quotient map � W G! G=E

that collapses each component to a point. Each component of E clearly has � 3

incident edges which are not in E , implying that every vertex of G=E has valence
� 3, and so Gi is indeed a core graph. The map � is a homotopy equivalence, and so
by precomposing � with the marking on G we may regard G=E as a marked graph.
We refer to � W G!G=E as a forest collapse of marked graphs.

Lemma 14 Given a forest collapse � W G!G=EDG0 of marked graphs, let eE � eG
be the full preimage of E in the universal cover of G and let z� W eG ! eG 0 be the
F –equivariant lift of � that collapses each component of eE to a point.

(1) z� induces a bijection between the set of edges of eG � eE and the set of edges ofeG 0 and similarly for �F .
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(2) For any edge path in eG — a finite arc, a ray, or a line — its z� –image in eG 0 is
the edge path obtained by erasing the edges in eE and identifying the remaining
edges via the bijection of item (1) and similarly for edge paths in G .

(3) For each finitely generated subgroup B < G , the z� image of the B–minimal
subtree of eG is the B –minimal subtree of eG 0 .

Proof Items (1) and (2) are obvious. Item (3) follows from items (1) and (2) and the
fact that the minimal B –subtree is characterized as the union of all axes in T for the
action of all nontrivial elements of B .

The spine of outer space KF This is an ordered simplicial complex whose set of 0–
simplices corresponds bijectively to F –marked graphs up to equivalence, which using
universal covering maps corresponds bijectively to proper, free splittings of F up to
conjugacy. For each 0–simplex KF represented by a marked graph G , for each k � 1,
and for each properly increasing sequence of natural subforests ∅DE0�E1�� � ��Ek

of G , there is an ordered k –simplex denoted †.GIE1� � � � �Ek/ whose i th vertex is
represented by the marked graph Gi DG0=Ei obtained from G DG0 by a collapsing
the forest Ei . In particular, for any forest collapse G DG0 7!G1 DG=E we have an
oriented 1–simplex †.GIE/ with initial vertex G0 and terminal vertex G1 .

Lemma 15 (Facts about the spine)

(1) [5] KF is contractible. In particular, its 1–skeleton is connected.

(2) [5] The action of Out.F / on equivalence classes of marked graphs induces a
properly discontinuous, cocompact, simplicial action Out.F /Õ KF .

(3) For any vertex G of KF the orbit map Out.F / 7! KF taking G to G � � is a
quasi-isometry from the word metric on Out.F / to the simplicial metric on the
1–skeleton of KF .

Remarks on the proof Item (3) follows from item (1), item (2), local finiteness, and
the Milnor–Švarc Lemma.

For later purposes we remind the reader of the proofs of the various finiteness properties
of the action Out.F /Õ KF . Cocompactness means that there are only finitely many
orbits of simplices, for which it suffices to show that there are only finitely many vertex
orbits. Indeed there is one orbit for each simplicial isomorphism class of core graphs
whose rank equals rank.F / equipped with the natural simplicial structure, and there
are only finitely many such classes because the number of natural edges is bounded
above by 3 rank.F /�3. The subgroup of Out.F / that stabilizes each simplex is finite;
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for 0–simplices this follows because the stabilizer in Out.F / equals the group of
simplicial isomorphisms of the underlying core graph. Local finiteness follows because
each marked graph G has only finitely many natural subgraphs. From all of this it
follows that the action of Out.F / on KF is properly discontinuous.

The spine of autre espace AF An F –marked pointed graph consists of a triple
.G;p; �/, where G is a finite core graph, p 2 G , and �W .RF ;pF /! .G;p/ is a
pointed homotopy equivalence; when rank.F /� 2 the point pF 2RF is the unique
natural vertex, whereas when rank.F /D 1 the point pF 2RF is chosen arbitrarily.
We adopt the convention that G is equipped with the relatively natural cell structure,
obtained from the natural cell structure by subdividing at the point p . Throughout
Sections 1.5 and 2 we refer to this convention with phrases like “relatively natural
vertex”, “relative natural subforest”, etc. Two F –marked pointed graphs .G;p; �/,
.G0;p0; �0/ are pointed equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism hW .G;p/ !

.G0;p0/ such that h� and �0W .RF ;pF / ! .G0;p0/ are homotopic relative to pF .
One can also consider proper, pointed free splittings of F , that is, free splittings
F Õ T equipped with a base point P 2 T , modulo the equivalence relation of base
point preserving conjugacy.

The spine of autre espace is an ordered simplicial complex AF whose 0–simplices
correspond bijectively to F –marked pointed graphs up to pointed equivalence, which by
universal covering space theory correspond bijectively to proper, pointed free splittings
of F up to base point preserving conjugacy. For each 0–simplex represented by a
pointed marked graph .G;p; �/, for each k � 1, and for each properly increasing
sequence of relatively natural subforests ∅¤E1 � � � � �Ek of G , there is an ordered
k –simplex whose i th vertex is represented by the core graph G=Ei , with base point and
marking obtained by pushing forward p and � via the forest collapse fi W G!G=Ei ,
yielding pi D fi.p/ 2G=Ei and �i D fi ı �W .RF ;pF /! .G=Ei ;pi/. In particular,
a 1–simplex of the ordered simplicial complex AF with initial 0–simplex represented
by .G;p; �/ and terminal 0–simplex represented by .G0;p0; �0/ is represented by a
forest collapse hW G!G0 taking p to p0 such that h� and �0W .RF ;pF /! .G0;p0/

are homotopic rel pF .

The action of the group Aut.F / on AF is induced by the action on the vertex set
which is defined by precomposing a marking �W .RF ;pF /! .G;p/ with a homotopy
equivalence .RF ;pF / 7! .RF ;pF / realizing a given automorphism. The complex
AF is connected, and the action of Aut.F / is properly discontinuous and cocompact,
with one orbit for each relatively natural isomorphism class of pairs .G;p/, where
G is a core graph of rank equal to rank.F / and p 2 G . Applying the Milnor–Švarc
Lemma, the orbit map Aut.Fn/ 7!An is a quasi-isometry.
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For later purposes we give a proof of connectivity of AF by reducing it to connectivity
of KF . There is a simplicial map AF 7!KF which “forgets the base point”, defined on
the 0–skeleton by taking the equivalence class of the pointed marked graph .G;p; �/
to the equivalence class of the unpointed marked graph .G; �/. The preimage in AF of
the vertex of KF represented by .G; �/ is a connected 1–complex identified with the
first barycentric subdivision of the natural cell structure on the universal covering spaceeG : choosing the basepoint of eG to be any natural vertex determines a 0–simplex of
the preimage; choosing the basepoint to lie in the interior of any natural edge of eG
also determines a 0–simplex; and allowing the basepoint to move from the interior of
a natural edge to either of its natural endpoints determines a 1–simplex. To prove that
AF is connected, it therefore suffices to show that each 1–simplex of KF can be lifted
via the forgetful map to a 1–simplex of AF . Consider a 1–simplex in KF represented
by a forest collapse of marked graphs hW G 7! G0 , with markings �W RF ! G and
�0W RF ! G0 . By homotoping � and �0 we may assume that p D �.pF / 2 G is a
natural vertex and that �0 D h ı � and so p0 D h.p/ 2G0 is a natural vertex; and with
these assumptions it follows that the pointed marked graphs .G;p; �/, .G0;p0; �0/
represent endpoints of a 1–simplex in AF which is a lift of the given 1–simplex of KF .

The spine of M–pointed autre espace AM
F

Fix an integer M � 1. For use in
Section 3.2 we need a variation of the autre espace AF with its action by Aut.F /,
which allows for an M–tuple of base points in a marked graph. The group that will act,
denoted AutM .F /, is the subgroup of the M–fold direct sum Aut.F /˚ � � �˚Aut.F /

consisting of all M–tuples .ˆ1; : : : ; ˆM / whose images in Out.F / are all equal.

Define an M–pointed F –marked graph to be a tuple

.GIp1; : : : ;pM I �1; : : : ; �M / or, in shorthand, .GIpmI �m/;

where G is a finite core graph, and for mD 1; : : : ;M we have points pm 2 G and
pointed homotopy equivalences �mW .RF ;pF /! .G;pm/ such that the unpointed
homotopy equivalences �1; : : : ; �M W RF !G are all in the same free homotopy class.
The relatively natural cell structure on G is the one whose vertex set is the union
of the natural vertices of G and the set fp1; : : : ;pM g. Given another M–pointed
F –marked graph .G0Ip0mI �

0
m/, we say that the two are pointed equivalent if there

is a homeomorphism hW .GIp1; : : : ;pM /! .G0Ip0
1
; : : : ;p0

M
/ such that for each m

the pointed homotopy equivalences hı�m , �0mW .RF ;pF /! .G0;p0m/ are homotopic
relative to pF .

Alternatively, define a proper, M–pointed free splitting of F to be a free splitting
F Õ T equipped with an M–tuple of points P1; : : : ;PM 2T , modulo the equivalence
relation of M–tuple preserving conjugacy. Again the universal covering map produces
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a bijection between equivalence classes of M–pointed F –marked graphs and M–tuple
preserving conjugacy classes of proper, M–pointed free splittings. We shall describe
this bijection explicitly. Consider an M–pointed F –marked graph .GIpmI �m/. In
the universal cover eG D T choose a lift P1 of p1 , which by universal covering
space theory determines an action F Õ T which is a proper free splitting. Also, leteRF be the universal covering space of RF , choose a lift PF of pF , determining
an action F Õ eRF . Let z�1W .eRF ;PF /! .T;P1/ be the unique F –equivariant lift
of �1W .RF ;pF /! .G;p1/. For each m D 2; : : : ;M , any free homotopy between
�1 and �mW RF ! G lifts uniquely to an equivariant homotopy between z�1 and a
certain lift z�mW

eRF ! T of �m . Let Pm D z�m.PF /. The M–tuple .P1; : : : ;PM /

in T together with the action F Õ T is a proper M–pointed free splitting, and this
construction defines the desired bijection.

Define an ordered simplicial complex AM
F

whose 0–simplices are M–pointed F –
marked graphs up to pointed equivalence, or alternatively M–pointed free splittings
up to M–tuple preserving conjugacy. An ordered k –simplex of AM

F
is defined very

much as for AF , starting with a choice of a 0–simplex represented by .GIpmI �m/

and a choice of a strictly increasing sequence of relatively natural subforests ∅ ¤
E1 � � � � � Ek � G ; the i th vertex has underlying graph G=Ei , with points and
markings obtained by pushing forward p1; : : : ;pM and �1; : : : ; �M . In particular
there is an edge from the vertex represented by .GIpmI �m/ to the vertex represented
by .G0Ip0mI �

0
m/ if and only if there is a relatively natural forest collapse hW G 7!G0

such that for each i D 1; : : : ;m we have h.pm/D p0m and the homotopy equivalences
�0m , h ı �mW .RF ;pF /! .G0;p0m/ are homotopic rel pF .

Connectivity of AM
F

is proved by induction on M , as follows. The map which forgets
the last point pm and marking �M is a simplicial map AM

F
7!AM�1

F
. As in the proof

of connectivity of AF , the preimage in AM
F

of the vertex of AM�1
F

represented by
.GIp1; : : : ;pM�1I �1; : : : ; �M�1/ is simplicially isomorphic to the universal covering
space of G equipped with the lift of the first barycentric subdivision of the relatively
natural cell structure of .G;p1; : : : ;pM�1/. Each 1–simplex of AM�1

F
lifts via the

forgetful map to a 1–simplex of AM
F

. The induction step follows immediately.

There is a natural group action AutM .F /ÕAM
F

, where the action of .ˆ1; : : : ; ˆM / on
a 0–simplex represented by .GIpmI �m/ is the 0–simplex represented by .GIpmI �

0
m/,

where the marking �0mW .RF ;pF / 7! .G;pm/ is obtained by precomposing the marking
�mW .RF ;pF / 7! .G;pm/ with a homotopy equivalence of the pair .RF ;pF / that
represents the automorphism ˆm 2 Aut.F /. Since all of the automorphisms ˆm are
in the same outer automorphism classes, and since all of the marking �0m are freely
homotopic, it follows that all of the composed markings �0m are still freely homotopic,
and so .G;pmI �

0
m/ does indeed represent a 0–simplex of AM

F
. The proof that this
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action is properly discontinuous and cocompact with finite cell stabilizers is a simple
generalization of the proof for the action Aut.F /Õ AF .

2 The Aut.Fn�1/ subgroup of Aut.Fn/

In this section we prove Theorem 3: the naturally embedded subgroup

Aut.Fn�1/ < Aut.Fn/

is a Lipschitz retract of Aut.Fn/. Fixing the free basis Fn D ha1; : : : ; an�1; ani, and
identifying Fn�1 D ha1; : : : ; an�1i < Fn , this subgroup consists of all � 2 Aut.Fn/

that preserve the subgroup ha1; : : : ; an�1i and fix the element an . We assume that the
edges of the rank n rose Rn correspond to a1; : : : ; an and that the rank .n� 1/ rose
Rn�1 is identified with the subrose of Rn corresponding to a1; : : : ; an�1 .

The Aut.Fn�1/ equivariant embedding An�1

j
,!An The embedding j is defined

as follows. Start with an Fn�1 –marked pointed graph .H;p; �H / representing a
point in the spine An�1 , then attach to p a loop of length 1 to form a marked graph
.G;p; �G/, where �G jRn�1 equals �H , and �G takes the an loop of Rn around the
newly attached loop of G.

The image j .An�1/�An is invariant under the action of the subgroup Aut.Fn�1/ <

Aut.Fn/. Since Aut.Fn/ and Aut.Fn�1/ act properly discontinuously and cocompactly
on An and j .An�1/ respectively, the hypotheses of Corollary 10(b) apply. We conclude
that in order to prove that Aut.Fn�1/ is a Lipschitz retract of Aut.Fn/ it suffices to
prove that the 0–skeleton of j .An�1/ is a Lipschitz retract of the 0–skeleton of An .

Retracting the 0–skeleton of An to the 0–skeleton of j .An�1 ) Given an Fn –
marked pointed graph .G;p; �/ representing an arbitrary 0–simplex of An we will
construct an Fn�1 –marked pointed graph r.G;p; �/D .K; q; �K / representing a 0–
simplex of An�1 such that the restriction of rj to the 0–skeleton of An�1 is the
identity. The map RD j r is then the desired retraction.

Let .eG ; zp/ be the universal cover with base point zp that projects to p and with the
action of Fn determined by � and the choice of zp . Let S � eG be the minimal
Fn�1 –subtree and let zq 2 S be the nearest point to zp in S . The quotient space .K; q/
of .S; zq/ by the action of Fn�1 is an Fn�1 –marked pointed graph. The marking �K

maps the edge in Rn�1 corresponding to aj to the projected image of the path in S

from zq to zq � aj . Define r.G;p; �/D .K; q; �K /.

Given a 0–simplex w of An�1 , letting j .w/D .G;p; �G/ as in the definition of j ,
there is a connected core subgraph H �G that contains p so that �jRn�1W Rn�1!H
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is a homotopy equivalence and such .H;p; �jRn�1/ represents w . In this case, the
minimal Fn�1 –subtree S� eG is a component of the full preimage of H and zpDzq2S .
Thus r.G;p; �/D .H;p; �jRn�1/ and rj .w/D w .

The Lipschitz constant of R is 1 If w and w0 are 0–simplices of An�1 that bound
an edge in An then j .w/ and j .w0/ bound an edge in An . Thus j has Lipschitz
constant 1. We will prove that r has Lipschitz constant 1 and hence that R D j r

has Lipschitz constant 1. It suffices to show that if .G;p; �/ and .G0;p0; �0/ are the
endpoints of an edge in An then

r.G;p; �/D .K; q; �K / and r.G0;p0; �0/D .K0; q0; �K 0/

are either equal or are the endpoints of an edge in An�1 . In other words, if .G0;p0; �0/
is obtained from .G;p; �/ by collapsing each component of a nontrivial relatively
natural forest F � G to a point then .K0; q0; �K 0/ is obtained from .K; q; �K / by
collapsing each component of a (possibly trivial) relatively natural forest F 0 to a point.

Let zF � eG be the full preimage of F in the universal cover eG of G and, as above,
let S be the minimal Fn�1 subtree of eG . Lift the quotient map �F W G!G0 to the
pointed universal covers, obtaining a map � zF W .eG ; zp/! .eG0; zp0/ that collapses each
component of zF to a point. Lemma 14 implies that S 0 D � zF .S/ is the minimal Fn�1

subtree of eG0 and that the � zF –image of the arc connecting zp to zq is an arc in eG0
connecting zp0 to zq0 WD � zF .zq/ that intersects S 0 only in zq0 , proving that zq0 2 S 0 is the
nearest point to zp0 in S 0 . Moreover, the arc in S 0 from zq0 to zq0 �aj is the � zF –image of
the arc in S from zq to zq �aj . Let zF 00D zF \S and let F 00 �K be the projected image
of zF 00 . Then .K0; q0; �K 0/ is obtained from .K; q; �K / by collapsing each component
of F 00 to a point. However, the components of F 00 need not be unions of relatively
natural edges of K . We therefore define the relatively natural forest F 0 by including
a relatively natural edge in F 0 if and only if it is entirely contained in F 00 . It is easy
to check that replacing F 00 by F 0 does not change the 0–simplex of An�1 obtained
by collapsing components to points. If F 0 is empty then r.G;p; �/ D r.G0;p0; �0/.
Otherwise, collapsing the components of F 0 to points defines an edge in An�1 with
endpoints r.G;p; �/ and r.G0;p0; �0/.

3 Stabilizers of free splittings in Out.Fn/

In this section we prove Theorem 7: for any free splitting Fn Õ T , the subgroup
StabŒT � is a Lipschitz retract of Out.Fn/.

Throughout this section we drop the subscript n, using K to denote the spine of
rank n outer space. By applying Corollary 10, it is sufficient to find a coarse Lipschitz
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retraction from the spine of outer space K to a nonempty, connected subcomplex which
is invariant by and cocompact under the action of StabŒT �. In Section 3.2 we construct
such a subcomplex KT

�K ; the construction and verification of the properties needed
to apply Corollary 10 will be obtained by showing that KT is simplicially isomorphic to
a certain Cartesian product of multipointed autre espaces. In Section 3.3 we construct a
coarse Lipschitz retraction K 7!KT . As in the proof of Theorem 3, there are two steps
in defining the retraction. The first uses minimal subtrees to define marked subgraphs
realizing a given free factor system. In the context of An , the free factor system is
just ŒFn�1�, in our current context it is F.T /, and these minimal subtrees are found
in precisely the same manner in these two different contexts. In the second step, the
marked subgraphs are extended to marked graphs of full rank. This is essentially trivial
in the context of An because the marked subgraph is naturally pointed and the full
marked graph is obtained by attaching a marked loop to the basepoint. In our current
context, this extension step is considerably more subtle; we refer to this as the “coedge
attaching problem” in what follows. See the paragraph “Defining the map R” and the
remark at the end of Section 3.3.

3.1 An informal sketch for a special case

Here is a sketch of the proof of Theorem 7 in the special case of a free splitting
Fn Õ T with one vertex orbit and one edge orbit, so that with respect to the free basis
Fn�1 D ha1; : : : ; ani there exists a vertex v of T whose stabilizer is the free factor
AD ha1; : : : ; ani � Fn�1 . This also serves as a sketch of the proof of Theorem 1(1),
together with an understanding that StabŒA�D StabŒT �, which is proved in Section 4.

In this special case, the subcomplex KT
�K has as vertices all free splittings Fn Õ S

such that the minimal A–invariant subtree SA � S is disjoint from all of its translates
by elements of Fn �A, and S has a unique edge orbit not contained in SA . The
group StabŒT � acts properly and cocompactly on the subcomplex KT ; for details see
Lemma 16.

By Corollary 10, existence of a Lipschitz retract Out.Fn/ 7! StabŒT � is equivalent to
existence of a Lipschitz retract K 7!KT defined on the 0–skeleton.

Given a vertex S 0 2K , our task is therefore to construct a vertex of KT denoted S . The
given S 0 certainly has a well-defined minimal A–invariant subtree S 0A . However, the
translates of S 0A might not be pairwise disjoint. This problem is easily remedied: pull
all of these translates apart, forcing them to be pairwise disjoint. One obtains a forestbS on which Fn acts properly and cocompactly: as g varies over a collection of left
coset representatives for A, the component bS gAg�1

of bS stabilized by the conjugate
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subgroup gAg�1 may be regarded as a separate copy of the gAg�1 –minimal subtree
of S 0 .

The tricky part of the proof is to attach an orbit of edges, which we refer to as “coedges”,
so as to make the forest bS into the desired tree S : picking g 2 Fn so that we have a
free factorization Fn DA� hgi, we must attach a coedge E with initial endpoint onbS A and terminal endpoint on bS gAg�1

, and then we must extend this to an equivariant
attachment of coedges. Furthermore, we must choose the initial and terminal endpoints
of E in a manner which is quasi-isometrically natural, in order that the map K 7!KT

taking the free splitting S 0 to the free splitting S be a Lipschitz retract as desired.

Solving this coedge attachment problem was for us the key step in proving Theorem 7.
Our solution for finding the initial attaching point for E requires the choice of a
parameter consisting of a point � in the Gromov boundary of Fn not lying in the
boundary of the free factor A. For each 0–simplex S 0 of K , one locates the unique
point of S 0A that is closest to � in the Gromov compactification of S 0 , and one uses
the corresponding point of bS A as the initial attaching point of E . Another similar
choice is needed to determine the terminal attaching point of E on bS gAg�1

.

At the end of Section 3.3 we give a Remark that some seemingly natural schemes for
attaching coedges fail to satisfy the Lipschitz requirement.

3.2 Free splittings, their stabilizers and their subcomplexes

Given a free splitting Fn Õ T we shall construct a subcomplex of K which is a
geometric model for StabŒT � as follows:

Lemma 16 There exists a connected flag subcomplex KT
�K preserved by StabŒT �

such that the action StabŒT �ÕKT is properly discontinuous and cocompact. It follows
that StabŒT � is finitely generated, and that for any 0–simplex ŒS � of KT the orbit map
StabŒT � 7!KT taking � to ŒS � �� is a quasi-isometry.

The second sentence follows from the first by the Milnor–Švarc Lemma.

After the initial description of KT in Definition 17, and after establishing some further
notation used in this section and the next, we shall prove the remaining clauses of
Lemma 16 by reducing them to a more precise and technical description of the com-
binatorial structure of KT and the algebraic structure of (a finite index subgroup of)
StabŒT �. That description will be given in Lemma 18.

For the rest of the section we fix the free splitting F Õ T and an F –invariant natural
simplicial structure on T . Let Vnt D Vnt.T / be the vertices of T with nontrivial
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stabilizer. For any � 2 StabŒT � and any representative ˆ 2 Aut.Fn/ we denote by
hˆW T ! T the simplicial homeomorphism uniquely characterized by the property
that hˆ ıˆ.g/D g ı hˆW T ! T for all g 2 Fn .

Definition 17 (Definition of KT ) Given a proper free splitting Fn Õ S , a semicon-
jugacy f W S ! T is tight if the following hold:

(1) For any V 2 Vnt.T / the subgraph SV WD f �1.V / is the Stab.V /–minimal
subtree of S .

(2) The map f is injective over the set T �Vnt.T /.

The 0–simplices KT
0 are those proper free splittings Fn Õ S for which there exists

a tight semiconjugacy f W S ! T . Define KT
� K to be the flag subcomplex with

0–skeleton KT
0 .

StabŒT � invariance of KT follows from invariance of KT
0 : given � 2 StabŒT � and

a 0–simplex ŒS � 2 KT
0 with tight semiconjugacy f W S ! T , for any representative

ˆ 2 Aut.F / it follows that hˆ ıf W S ! T is a tight semiconjugacy for ŒS � �� which
is therefore in KT

0 .

Notational conventions for T and KT Let L be the number of orbits of the action
Fn ÕVnt on the vertices of T with nontrivial stabilizer. Let X DT=Fn be the quotient
graph of groups, with simplicial structure inherited from the natural structure on T .
Let X nt D fv1; : : : ; vLg �X be image of Vnt , in other words, the vertices of X that
are labeled by nontrivial subgroups. For each `D 1; : : : ;L, let M` denote the valence
of v` in X nt , and let �`1; : : : ; �`M`

denote an enumeration of the oriented edges of
X nt with initial vertex v` . Choose a lift V` 2 Vnt of each v` , and let A` D Stab.V`/,
so F.T / D fŒA1�; : : : ; ŒAL�g. The action of A` on oriented edges of T with initial
vertex V` has M` orbits; choose orbit representatives denoted z�`1; : : : ; z�`M`

, with
z�`m mapping to �`m .

With notation fixed as in the previous paragraph, henceforth we will let ` take values
in 1; : : : ;L and, when the value of ` is fixed, we will let m take values in 1; : : : ;M` .

Define the coedge forest of T to be the Fn –forest bT obtained from T by removing
the vertex subset Vnt and taking the completion: for each `;m and each g 2 Fn , after
removing the initial vertex g �V` of the oriented edge g � z�`m � T , we add a valence
1 vertex denoted bV `mg 2

bT in its place. There is a natural equivariant simplicial
quotient map bT ! T that is infinite-to-one over each g �V` and is otherwise injective,
taking each bV `mg to g �V` .
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Given a tight semiconjugacy f W S ! T , denoting the map to the quotient marked
graph as qW S!S=FnDG , and recalling from Definition 17 the minimal subtree SV`

for the restricted action of Stab.V`/, the subgraphs H` D q.SV`/ are pairwise disjoint,
connected, core subgraphs representing the free factor system F.T /DfŒA1�; : : : ; ŒAL�g.
Letting ŒS �D ŒG� be the initial 0–simplex of some k –simplex †.GIE1; : : : ;Ek/�K ,
we have †.GIE1; : : : ;Ek/ � KT if and only if Ei � H1 [ � � � [ HL for each
i D 1; : : : ; k , if and only if Ek �H1[ � � � [HL .

Explicit description of StabŒT � For any � 2 StabŒT � and any choice of ˆ2Aut.Fn/

representing � , the simplicial homeomorphism hˆW T ! T descends to a correspond-
ing simplicial homeomorphism of the quotient graph of groups X which is well-defined
independent of the choice of ˆ. This defines a simplicial action StabŒT �Õ X whose
kernel is a finite index subgroup denoted Stabf ŒT �.

The formula for Stabf ŒT � in (1) of the following lemma is a special case of a more
general and more detailed formula previously given by Levitt in [11, Proposition 4.2].

Lemma 18 For each free splitting F Õ T with notation as above, there exists a group
isomorphism

(1) Stabf ŒT �� AutM1.A1/˚ � � �˚AutML.AL/

and a simplicial homeomorphism

(2) IW KT
�AM1

A1
� � � � �AML

AL

such that the actions Stabf ŒT �Õ KT and AutM`.A`/Õ AM`

A`
agree, for each `.

Lemma 16 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 18 and the fact, proved in Section 1.5,
that AutM`.A`/Õ AM`

A`
is a properly discontinuous, cocompact action on a connected

complex.

We also note the following special case of Lemma 18 which will be useful below for
proving Theorem 2.

Corollary 19 For any free splitting F Õ T with quotient graph of groups X D T=G

and for any vertex V 2 X , if V is labeled with a nontrivial free factor A, if every
other vertex of X is labeled with the trivial group, and if V has valence 1 in T , then
StabŒT � has a finite index subgroup isomorphic to Aut.A/.

Proof of Lemma 18 We shall construct the simplicial homeomorphism I only on
1–skeleta, which suffices for the applications; the full description of I is left to the
reader.
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The homeomorphism I on 0–skeleta Given ŒS � 2 KT
0 with tight semiconjugacy

f W S ! T , for each `;m let b�`m be the unique natural oriented edge of S such that
f .b�`m/D z�`m . Let Q`m 2 SV` be the initial vertex of b�`m ; note that if g 2 Fn , the
point g �Q`m 2 Sg�V` is the initial vertex of g �b�`m . Taking the action A` Õ SV`

together with the M` tuple of points Q`1; : : : ;Q`M`
2 SV` , we obtain an M–pointed

proper A` splitting representing a 0–simplex I`ŒS � 2 AM`

A`
. Define the 0–simplex

I ŒS �D .I1ŒS �; : : : ; ILŒS �/ 2AM1

A1
� � � � �AML

AL
.

For the inverse of I , a 0–simplex of AM1

A1
� � � � �AML

AL
is determined by the follow-

ing data for each `: a proper, free splitting A` Õ S` , and an M`–tuple of points
Q`1; : : : ;Q`M`

2 S` . From this data we construct a 0 simplex ŒS � 2KT as follows.
Defining SV` D S` , the L–tuple of actions A` Õ SV` extends uniquely (up to
conjugacy of Fn actions on graphs) to an ambient action Fn Õ

S
V 2VntSV on a forest

having one component SV for each V 2 Vnt so that SV is stabilized by StabŒV �

and so that the action of A` D StabŒV`� on SV` D S` is the action originally given;
a formal description of this action, which we leave to the reader, comes from the
standard representation theory formula for inducting a subgroup representation up to a
representation of the ambient group.

Define S be the quotient graph of the disjoint union of the coedge forest bT and the forestS
V 2Vnt SV obtained by equivariantly identifying each valence 1 vertex bV`mg 2

bT with
the point g �Q`m 2 Sg�V` . The actions of Fn on bT and

S
V 2VntSV clearly combine

to give an action Fn Õ S . The equivariant maps bT 7! T ,
S

V 2VntSV 7! Vnt � T

clearly induce an equivariant map f W S 7! T . The graph S is a tree because T is a
tree and the inverse image of each point of T is a subtree of S . Minimality of the
action F Õ S follows from minimality of the actions A` Õ S` and Fn Õ T . The
map S 7! T is a tight semiconjugacy by construction.

Clearly these two constructions are inverse functions of each other, and so I is indeed
a bijection of 0–skeleta in (2).

The homeomorphism I on 1–skeleta Consider a proper, free splitting F Õ S and
quotient marked graph qW S!S=F DG representing a 0–simplex ŒS �D ŒG�2KT . It
suffices to prove that I restricts to a bijection between the set of terminal 0–simplices of
those 1–simplices in KT with initial point ŒG�, and the set of terminal 0–simplices of
those 1–simplices in AM1

A1
� � � � �AML

AL
with initial point I ŒG�. The image 0–simplex

I ŒG�D .I1ŒG�; : : : ; ILŒG�/ is as described above, where each I`ŒG� is represented by
an M`–pointed A`–marked graph with underlying graph H`D q.SV`/ and M`–tuple
of points q.Q`m/ 2H` ; the M`–tuple of pointed markings is understood. The 1–sim-
plices of KT with initial vertex ŒG� have the form †.GIE/, where E�H1[� � �[HL

is a nonempty natural subforest of G . Each intersection E` D E \H` determines
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an ordered simplex of AM`

A`
having initial 0–simplex I`ŒS �, of dimension 0 or 1

depending on whether E` is empty or nonempty, at least one of which has dimension 1

because at least one of E` is nonempty; taking these together we obtain a 1–simplex
I.†.GIE// 2 AM1

A1
� � � � �AML

AL
with initial point I ŒG�. Clearly an arbitrary such

L–tuple .E1; : : : ;EL/ can occur, since we can choose any subforest E` �H` , empty
or not, as long as at least one is nonempty, and then we take E DE1[ � � � [EL . We
therefore obtain a bijection of 1–simplices with initial point ŒG� and 1–simplices with
initial point I ŒG�, and from the construction the terminal points of these 1–simplices
clearly correspond under I , as required.

The action isomorphism for Stabf ŒT � For each � 2 Stabf ŒT �, and each `, all
representatives ˆ 2 Aut.Fn/ of � have the property that hˆ preserves the F –orbit of
each V` , and so amongst these representatives there exists one that satisfies hˆ.V`/D

V` ; any such ˆ preserves A` D Stab.V`/ and therefore gives an outer automorphism
of A` which is well-defined independent of the choice of ˆ, thereby producing a homo-
morphism �`W Stab

f ŒT �! Out.A`/. For each `;m, all representatives ˆ 2 Aut.Fn/

of � for which hˆ.V`/ D V` have the property that hˆ preserves the orbit of the
oriented edge z�`m under the action of Stab.V`/, and so amongst these representatives
there exists one which satisfies the further restriction that hˆ.z�`m/D z�`m . This gives a
homomorphism ‚m

`
W Stabf ŒT �! Aut.A`/ well-defined independent of the restricted

choice of ˆ. By construction each ‚m
`

is a lift of �` , and so letting m vary we obtain
a homomorphism

‚` D .‚
m
1 ; : : : ; ‚

M`

`
/W Stabf ŒT � �! AutM`.A`/:

Letting ` vary we obtain a homomorphism

‚D .‚1; : : : ; ‚L/W Stab
f ŒT � �! AutM1.A1/˚ � � �˚AutML.AL/:

By construction, the two actions of Stabf ŒT � of AM1

A1
� � � � � AML

AL
coincide; one

coming from the homomorphism ‚, and the other from the action Stabf ŒT �Õ KT

followed by the simplicial isomorphism

KT I
�!AM1

A1
� � � � �AML

AL
:

From injectivity of the action Stabf ŒT �Õ KT it follows that ‚ is injective.

For surjectivity of ‚ we switch to the marked graph point of view. Pick a marked
graph G representing a vertex of KT , with subgraphs H1; : : : ;HL representing
ŒA1�; : : : ; ŒAL�. By collapsing a maximal forest of each H` to a point we may assume
that H` is a rose whose base vertex q` equals its frontier in G . By projecting a tight
semiconjugacy eG 7! T we obtain a quotient map G 7!X which collapses each H`
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to v` and is otherwise injective. For `;m let e`m be the oriented edge of G whose
image in X is �`m , and so e`m has initial vertex q` . Let �`m be the initial quarter of
the oriented 1–simplex e`m , and so as `, m vary the oriented arcs �`m are pairwise
disjoint except possibly at their initial points. Picking a base point for G and paths to
q` for each `, and rechoosing A` in its conjugacy class if necessary, we determine
an isomorphism A` � �1.H`; q`/. An arbitrary ‰ 2 AutM1.A1/˚� � �˚AutML.AL/

is determined by choosing ‰`m 2 Aut.A`/ for each `;m, subject to the requirement
that for fixed ` all of the ‰`m represent the same element of Out.A`/. This data is
realized by a homotopy equivalence f W G ! G as follows. First, f is the identity
on G n ..

S
` H`/ [ .

S
`m �`m//. Next, for each `, f is the identity on �`1 and

f jH`W .H`; q`/! .H`; q`/ is chosen to represent ‰`1 . Finally, for each ` and each
mD 2; : : : ;M` , the automorphisms ‰`1 and ‰`m differ by an inner automorphism of
A` which is represented by a closed path `m in H` based at q` , and f .�`m/D`m�`m .
The element � 2 Out.F / defined by the homotopy equivalence f W G!G is clearly
in Stabf ŒT �, and by construction ‚.�/D‰ .

This completes the proof of Lemma 18.

3.3 Retracting K to KT

To prove Theorem 7, by combining Corollary 10, Lemma 11 and Lemma 16 it suffices
to prove:

Theorem 20 For any free splitting Fn Õ T , there exists a coarse Lipschitz retraction
of 0–skeleta RW K0 7!KT

0 .

Throughout this section we will freely use the “Notational conventions” established in
Section 3.2.

Suppose that we are given the following data:

(D1) An action Fn Õ bS DSV 2Vnt SV on a forest bS having one component SV for
each V 2Vnt , so that SV is stabilized by StabŒV � and the action StabŒV �Õ SV

is properly discontinuous and minimal.

(D2) A point Q`m 2 SV` , for each `D 1; : : : ;L and each mD 1; : : : ;M` .

From (D1) and (D2) we construct a 0–simplex ŒS � 2KT
0 using the exact method used

in the proof of Lemma 16 for verifying surjectivity of the map I on 0–skeleta. As a
graph, S is the disjoint union of the coedge forest bT and the forest bS DSV 2VntSV ,
modulo the identification of each valence 1 vertex bV `mg 2

bT with the point g �Q`m 2

Sg�V` . The actions of Fn on bT and on
S

V 2Vnt SV are clearly consistent with these
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identifications, and so they combine to induce a simplicial action Fn Õ S . There
is an equivariant simplicial map f W S ! T induced by the map that takes SV to
V 2Vnt�T and by the natural quotient map bT !T . Since the preimage of each point
of T is a point or a tree in S , the graph S is a tree. The action Fn Õ S is minimal
because of minimality of the actions StabŒV � Õ SV and Fn Õ T . By construction
the action Fn Õ S is proper, and f W S ! T is a tight semiconjugacy, and so we have
the desired 0–simplex ŒS �.

Defining the map RW K0!KT
0 Given an arbitrary 0–simplex ŒS 0� 2K represented

by a proper, free splitting Fn Õ S 0 , for each V 2 Vnt let SV � S 0 be the minimal
subtree for the restricted action Stab.V /Õ S 0 . These subtrees SV need not be pairwise
disjoint in S 0 . Pull them apart by forming their disjoint union over Vnt , resulting in
a forest bS D`V 2Vnt SV equipped with an action of Fn that evidently satisfies data
condition (D1); formally one may identify this disjoint union with the set of ordered
pairs .x;V / 2 S 0 �Vnt such that x 2 SV .

The central idea of the proof is a method for describing the (D2) data of points
Q`m 2 SV` that is needed in order to complete with the definition of RŒS 0�. Choose
once and for all a base 0–simplex ŒS0� 2 KT

0 , represented by a proper free splitting
Fn Õ S0 with tight semiconjugacy S0 7! T . Each of the oriented edges z�`m in T

has a unique preimage in S0 that we denote e0
`m

; the initial endpoint of e0
`m

is in
SV`

0
. Choose once and for all, for each ` and m, a ray  0

`m
in S0 with initial oriented

edge e0
`m

. Let �`m 2 @Fn be the ideal endpoint of  0
`m

. Note that �`m 62 @A` because
e0
`m

points out of SV`
0

. To specify the data (D2) for RŒS 0�, for each `;m let Q0
`m

be the point in SV` closest to �`m ; that is, let `m.S
0/ be the unique ray in S 0 with

ideal endpoint �`m whose intersection with SV` equals its base point, and let Q0`m

be the base point of `m.S
0/. In the disjoint union bS D`V 2Vnt SV , let Q`m 2 SV`

be the point corresponding to Q0
`m

(formally Q`m is the ordered pair .Q0
`m
;V`/).

This completes the data specification (D2), and we may now complete the definition of
RŒS 0� as above.

Example Fix a basis FnDha1; : : : ; an�1; ani and identify Fn�1Dha1; : : : ; an�1i<

Fn as usual. Let Rn be the rank n rose with oriented edges e1; : : : ; en corresponding
to a1; : : : ; an , and identify Rn�1 D e1[ � � � [ en�1 �Rn . Equip the universal covereRn with an Fn action using a lift P 2 eRn of the unique vertex p 2Rn as a basepoint.
Let eRn�1 be the component of the full preimage of Rn�1 that contains P . Let T be
the free splitting obtained from eRn by collapsing to a point each translate of eRn�1 ;
let V be the point to which eRn�1 itself collapses. The collapse map eRn! T is a
tight semiconjugacy, and we choose the base simplex ŒS0� of KT

0 to be represented
by the proper free splitting Fn Õ eRn . The quotient graph of groups X D T=Fn is
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obtained from Rn by collapsing Rn�1 to a single point v , and having a single edge
identified with en . In X there are two oriented edges: �1 which is en with positive
orientation, and �2 with opposite orientation. The action of an on T has an axis which
passes through V ; let z�1 , z�2 be the lifts of �1; �2 on that axis with initial vertex V .
The action of an on eRn has an axis which touches eRn�1 uniquely at P , and this
axis is a union of two rays  0

1
,  0

2
intersecting at P , so that the initial oriented edge

e0
i of  0

i maps to z�i under the collapse map eRn! T . With these choices, the ideal
endpoints �1; �2 of  0

1
;  0

2
are the attracting and repelling fixed points, respectively,

for the action of an on @Fn . For any proper free splitting Fn Õ S 0 , letting SV � S 0

denote the minimal subtree for the action of Fn�1 as usual, and letting Lan � S 0

denote the oriented axis of an , if L\SV is empty or a single point then Q0
1
DQ0

2
is

the point of SV closest to L, and otherwise Q0
1
;Q0

2
are the terminal and initial points,

respectively, of the oriented arc L\SV .

The map R is a retraction We prove that R fixes each 0–simplex of KT
0 , using

induction on distance from ŒS0� in the 1–skeleton of KT , starting with RŒS0�D ŒS0�

which is clear by construction. Consider an oriented 1–simplex of the form †.G1;E/�

KT , with initial 0–simplex ŒS1�D ŒG1� and terminal 0–simplex ŒS2�D ŒG2�, where
G2 DG1=E and E �G1 is a nontrivial natural subforest. The induction step reduces
to proving that RŒS1� D ŒS1� if and only if RŒS2� D ŒS2�; the “only if” direction is
used when ŒS1� is closest to ŒS0�, the “if” direction when ŒS2� is closest.

Let eE � eG 1 D S1 be the total lift of E , and so S2 D
eG 2 is obtained from S1

by collapsing to a point each component of the forest eE . Letting gW S1 ! S2 be
the collapse map, and letting fi W Si ! T be tight semiconjugacies, we note that
f2 ı g D f1 . It follows that each edge of eE is collapsed by f1 , which implies thateE �`V 2Vnt SV

1
.

For each i D 1; 2 and each `;m, consider the unique oriented edge ei
`m
� Si for

which fi.e
i
`m
/D z�`m , and consider also the ray  i

`m
� Si with ideal endpoint �`m

that intersects SV`
i solely in its base point. Note that the trees SV`

i are already pairwise
disjoint in Si as required for the (D1) data, and that the tree Si can then be reconstructed
using the (D2) data where Qi

`m
is the initial point of ei

`m
. This shows that the equation

RŒSi �D Si is equivalent to the statement that ei
`m

is the initial edge of the ray  i
`m

. It
therefore remains to prove that e1

`m
is the initial oriented edge of  1

`m
if and only if

e2
`m

is the initial oriented edge of  2
`m

.

Let ei �  i
`m

be the initial oriented edges. By Lemma 14, the image g. 1
`m
/ � S2

is a ray. Since gW S1 ! S2 is an equivariant quasi-isometry, the ideal endpoint of
g. 1

`m
/ is still �`m . Since e1 6�

S
V 2Vnt SV , we have e1 6� eE , in other words e1

is not collapsed by g . It follows that g.e1/ is the initial oriented edge of g. 1
`m
/.
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Also, since g.SV`
1
/D SV`

2
, it follows that the initial endpoint of g.e1/ is the unique

point in which g. 1
`m
/ intersects SV`

2
, and so g. 1

`m
/D  2

`m
and g.e1/D e2 . Since

f2 ıg D f1 , it follows that f1.e
1/D z�`m if and only if f2.e

2/D z�`m . Since f1; f2

are injective over each edge of T , it follows that e1 D e1
`m

if and only if e2 D e2
`m

.

The Lipschitz constant is 1 Consider 0–simplices ŒS 0i � D ŒG0i � 2 K0 (i D 1; 2)
represented by proper free splittings F Õ S 0i with quotient graphs of groups G0i , and
suppose that ŒS 0

1
�, ŒS 0

2
� are endpoints of a 1–simplex in K . To show that the map R

has Lipschitz constant 1 it suffices to show that ŒS1�DRŒS 0
1
�, ŒS2�DRŒS 0

2
� are either

equal or are endpoints of a 1–simplex in KT .

Up to reordering we have G0
2
DG0

1
=E0 for some nontrivial natural subforest E0 �G0

1
.

Letting eE0 � eG01 D S 0
1

be the full preimage, the quotient map G0
1
7!G0

2
lifts to an

equivariant simplicial map
� 0W S 01 �! S 02

that collapses each component of eE 0 to a point. In particular, � 0 induces the identity
map on @Fn . Letting SV

1
� S 0

1
, SV

2
� S 0

2
denote the Stab.V / minimal subtrees for

each V 2 Vnt , Lemma 14 implies that � 0.SV
1
/D SV

2
. Define eE V D eE 0 \SV

1
, and

note that the restricted map

�V
D .� 0jSV

1 /W S
V
1 �! SV

2

collapses each component of eE V to a point. After forming the disjoint union of the
trees SV

i over Vnt as formally described earlier, and forming the disjoint union of the
subforests eE V over Vnt — formally described as those pairs .x;V /, where x 2 eE V ,
V 2 Vnt — the collection of maps �V induces an F –equivariant map of forests

…W bS 1 D

a
V 2Vnt

SV
1 �!

a
V 2Vnt

SV
2 D

bS 2

that collapses to a point each component of the forest eE D`V 2Vnt eE V
.

We next extend the collapse map … over the attachments of the coedge forest bT . For
each i D 1; 2 and each `;m, let  i

`m
� S 0i be the unique ray with ideal endpoint �`m

intersecting SV`
i solely in its base points Q0i

`m
. By Lemma 14 it also follows that

� 0. 1
`m
/ is a ray in S 0

2
. Its ideal endpoint is still �`m . Let ˛�  1

`m
be the largest initial

subsegment of  1
`m

such that � 0.˛/ is a point. Then it follows that � 0.Q01
`m
/D � 0.˛/

is the initial point of the ray � 0. 1
`m
/, that this initial point is contained in SV`

2
, and

that this initial point is the sole point of intersection of the ray � 0. 1
`m
/ with SV`

2
; it

follows that
� 0. 1

`m/D 
2
`m and � 0.Q01`m/DQ02`m:
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After pulling things apart, it follows that ….Q1
`m
/DQ2

`m
. Since, in forming Si , the

valence 1 vertex V`m 2
bT is attached to Qi

`m
2
`

SV
i , and since the attachments are

extended equivariantly, it follows that … extends to an equivariant map …W S1! S2 .

By construction, … is the equivariant quotient map that collapses to a point each
component of the forest eE �`SV

1
� S1 , and so … descends to a map of quotient

marked graphs
G1 D S1=Fn

�
�! S2=Fn DG2

that collapses to a point each component of ED eE=Bn�G1 . If E contains no natural
edge then the map � is homotopic to a homeomorphism and ŒS1�D ŒS2�. Otherwise,
letting bE �E be the union of natural edges in E , the map � W G1!G2 is homotopic
to a map which collapses each component of bE to a point, and so there is a 1–simplex
†.G1; bE / with initial vertex ŒS1� and terminal vertex ŒS2�. This completes the proof
of Theorem 20.

Remark Our definition of RW K0!KT
0 depends on a fairly arbitrary choice of points

�`m 2 @Fn . It is tempting to make more canonical choices using one of various other
approaches, based on graph theoretic or metric considerations, or based on surgery
arguments using Hatcher’s sphere complex [8]. Indeed, we tried several such approaches
but none of them gave Lipschitz retractions. As an illustration, we return to the example
that follows the definition of R, using a construction that arises naturally from the
point of view of the sphere complex. If ŒS 0� 2KT then SV \an �S

V D∅ from which
it follows that Q0

1
is the point of SV closest to an �S

V and Q0
2

is the point of SV

closest to a�1
n � S

V . Otherwise, SV \ anSV is a finite tree � (which has a natural
description in sphere complex language), and we tried choosing Q0

1
to be the centroid

of � , and similarly Q0
2

to be the centroid of the tree

a�1
n .�/D SV

\ a�1
n �S

V :

This approach defines a retraction of K to KT that one can show is not Lipschitz. We
also considered approaches which somehow pick out a certain valence 1 vertex of �
(corresponding to picking out an “innermost disc” in sphere complex language), but no
such approach that we tried yields a Lipschitz retraction.

3.4 Proof of Theorem 2

Consider a graph of groups X having the shape of a “sewing needle” with two vertices
V;W and two edges A;B , the edge A having one end on V and one on W , the edge
B having both ends on W , the vertex V labeled by the group Fn�1 , the vertex W

labeled by the trivial group, and both edges labeled by the trivial group. By Bass–Serre
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theory, the Serre fundamental group of X is isomorphic to Fn , we obtain an action
Fn Õ T on the Bass–Serre tree T of X with quotient graph of groups X , and this
action is clearly a free splitting of Fn . By Corollary 19 the group StabŒT � has a finite
index subgroup isomorphic to Aut.Fn�1/ (the automorphism group of Fn�1 group
that labels the vertex V ). By Theorem 7 there is a Lipschitz retraction from Out.Fn/

to StabŒT �. Clearly there is a Lipschitz retraction from StabŒT � to its finite index
Aut.Fn�1/ subgroup. Composing these gives a Lipschitz retract from Out.Fn/ to an
Aut.Fn�1/ subgroup.

4 Stabilizers of free factor systems in Out.Fn/

In this section we prove Theorem 8, regarding coarse Lipschitz retraction versus
distortion for the subgroup Stab.F/ < Out.Fn/ stabilizing a free factor system F
of Fn .

In Section 4.1 we prove Theorem 8 item (1); this is the only place in Section 4 where
we will appeal to the results of either of Sections 2 or 3. In Section 4.2 we study a
subcomplex KF

n �Kn corresponding to free factor system F , to which Corollary 10
can be applied. In Section 4.3 we prove distortion of Stab.F/ in Out.Fn/ when
coindex.F/� 2, by proving distortion of KF

n in Kn .

4.1 Proof of Theorem 8 item (1)

Suppose that F is a free factor system of coindex 1 in Fn : either F D fŒA�g, where
A < Fn is a free factor of rank n� 1; or F D fŒA1�; ŒA2�g, where Fn D A1 �A2 .
Choose a marked graph G in which F is realized by a core subgraph H such that
each component of H is a rose and its complement G nH is a single oriented edge
E . Define T to be the free splitting obtained from the universal cover eG of G

by collapsing each component of the full preimage eH of H to a point. In light of
Theorem 7, which says that StabŒT � is a Lipschitz retract of Out.Fn/ and is therefore
undistorted, it suffices to show that Stab.F/D StabŒT �.

The inclusion StabŒT �� Stab.F/ follows from F.T /D F , which is immediate from
the definition of T , together with Out.Fn/–equivariance of the function T 7! F.T /.
For the reverse inclusion, suppose that �.F/D F . Choose a homotopy equivalence
f W G!G that represents � , preserves H , and restricts to an immersion on E . By [2,
Corollary 3.2.2] there are (possibly trivial) paths u; v2H such that either f .E/DuEv

or f .E/D uE�1v . In either case, f lifts to zf W eG ! eG that preserves eH , inducing
a bijection on the set of components of eH , and such that the image of any edge in the
complement of eH crosses exactly one edge in the complement of eH . Thus zf induces
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a conjugacy between the given action Fn Õ T and the precomposition of that action
by an automorphism ˆ 2 Aut.Fn/ that represents � , and it follows that � 2 StabŒT �.

4.2 Free factor systems, their stabilizers and their subcomplexes

Fix a proper free factor system FDfŒA1�; : : : ; ŒAk �g of Fn and define a flag subcomplex
KF

n of Kn by requiring that a 0–simplex ŒG; �� 2Kn is in KF
n if and only if G has a

core subgraph H satisfying F D ŒH �.

Lemma 21 KF
n is a connected subcomplex of Kn , preserved by Stab.F/, and with

finitely many orbits of cells under the action of Stab.F/. It follows that Stab.F/ is
finitely generated, and that for any 0–simplex ŒG; �� of KF

n the orbit map Stab.F/ 7!
KF

n taking � to ŒG; ��� is a quasi-isometry.

Proof The second sentence follows from the first, by applying the Milnor–Švarc
Lemma.

To prove that Stab.F/ leaves KF
n invariant, it suffices to prove that its 0–simplices

are invariant. Consider a 0–simplex ŒG; �� in KF
n with subgraph H � G satisfying

ŒH �DF ; to be more explicit, under the isomorphism ��W Fn D �1.Rn/! �1.G/ we
have ��.F/D ŒH �. Consider � 2Stab.F/ represented by a self-homotopy equivalence
ˆW Rn ! Rn , so ˆ�.F/ D F and .G; �/� D .G; �ˆ/. We have .�ˆ/�.F/ D
��ˆ�.F/D��.F/D ŒH �. It follows that the subgraph H still represents the free factor
system F with respect to the marking �ˆ on the graph G , proving that ŒG; ��� 2KF

n .

To prove that KF
n has only finitely many Stab.F/ orbits of cells, again it suffices to

prove this for 0–cells. Let F D fŒA1�; : : : ; ŒAk �g. Consider the set of triples .G; �;H /

such that ŒG; �� is a 0–simplex of Kn and H �G is a subgraph with k noncontractible
components, having ranks equal to rank.A1/; : : : ; rank.Ak/, respectively. Define an
equivalence relation on this set of triples, where .G; �;H / is equivalent to .G0; �0;H 0/
if there exists an isometry hW G!G0 such that h.H /DH 0 and h ı � is homotopic
to �0 . The group Out.Fn/ acts on such equivalence classes just as it does on marked
graphs themselves, and there are only finitely many orbits of this action, by the same
proof that Kn has only finitely many Out.Fn/ 0–simplex orbits. It therefore suffices to
prove that if .G; �/ and .G0; �0/ represent 0–simplices of KF

n , if H �G , H 0�G0 are
subgraphs with ŒH �D ŒH 0�D F , and if the triples .G; �;H /, .G0; �0;H 0/ are in the
same Out.Fn/ orbit, then they are in the same Stab.F/ orbit. Choose � 2Out.Fn/ so
that .G; �;H /� is equivalent to .G0; �0;H 0/, so there exists an isometry hW G!G0

and there exists a homotopy equivalence ˆW Rn ! Rn representing � such that
h.H /DH 0 and h ı � is homotopic to �0 ıˆ. We have

��F D ����1
� Œ�1H �D .�0/�1

� h�Œ�1H �D .�0/�1
� Œ�1H 0�D F
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and so � 2 Stab.F/.

We prove connectivity of the subcomplex KF
n using a Stallings fold argument. Choose

a base vertex ŒG0�2KF
n so that each component of the core subgraph H 0�G0 realizing

F is a rose and so that all vertices of G0 are contained in H 0 (we are suppressing
Fn –markings from the notation for marked graphs). Given an arbitrary vertex ŒG�2KF

n

we must find an edge path in KF
n connecting ŒG0� to ŒG�. By successively collapsing to

a point each edge of GnH having exactly one endpoint in H , and collapsing to a point
each edge in H with distinct endpoints, we may assume that each component of H is
a rose with one vertex and that all vertices of G are contained in H . By moving each
component of H through the connected autre espace of the corresponding component
of F , we may assume that the components of H and H 0 corresponding to the same
component ŒAi � 2 F are equivalent as pointed marked Ai graphs. It follows that there
exists a homotopy equivalence hW .G;H /! .G0;H 0/ that preserves Fn –markings,
takes vertices to vertices, and restricts to a homeomorphism H 7!H 0 . Furthermore,
the restriction of h to each edge e of G nH is homotopically nontrivial rel endpoints,
and so by homotoping hje rel endpoints we may assume that hje is an immersion.

Now factor h as a composition of Stallings folds

G DG0

h1
�!G1 �! � � � �!Gk�1

hk
�!Gk DG0

and recall the following properties: each Gi is a marked graph and each hi preserves
markings; for each i D 0; : : : ; k � 1, denoting gi D hk ı � � � ı hiC1W Gi ! G0 , there
exist oriented edges ei1; ei2 �Gi with the same initial vertex, and there exist initial
segments �i1 � gi1 such that gi.�i1/ and gi.�i2/ are equal as edge paths in G0 ,
the initial segments �i1; �i2 are maximal with respect to this property, and the map
hi identifies the segments �i1 , �i2 respecting gi –images. Since h restricts to a
homeomorphism from H to H 0 it follows that in each Gi there is a subgraph Hi such
that hi restricts to a homeomorphism from Hi�1 to Hi . It follows that each Hi is a
core subgraph representing F and so ŒGi � 2KF

n for each i .

Proceeding by induction on k , we may assume that ŒG1�, ŒG0� are connected by an
edge path in KF

n , and it remains to find an edge path connecting ŒG0� and ŒG1�. The
fold map h1W G0!G1 may be factored as

G0

q0

�!G0
q00

�!G1;

where q0 identifies initial segments of �i1 and �i2 which are proper in ei1; ei2 , respec-
tively, and q00 identifies the remaining segments of �i1; �i2 . Since h1 restricts to a
homeomorphism from H0 to H1 it follows that q0 restricts to a homeomorphism from
H0 to H 0 and q00 restricts to a homeomorphism from H 0 to H1 , and again it follows
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that H 0 is a core subgraph representing F and so ŒG0� 2KF
n . There is a forest collapse

G0!G0 which collapses to a point the natural segment q0.�i1/D q0.�i2/�G0 , and
so ŒG�; ŒG0� are endpoints of an edge of KF

n . There is also a forest collapse G0!G1

which collapses to a point the union of the two segments q0.ei1��i1/ and q0.ei2��i2/

(one or both of which may be proper segments of natural edges), and it follows that
ŒG0�, ŒG1� are either equal or connected by an edge.

4.3 Stabilizers of free factor systems of coindex � 2 in Out.Fn/

In this section we prove the remaining half of Theorem 8: if F is a free factor system
of Fn with coindex.F/ � 2 then Stab.F/ is distorted in Out.Fn/. To do this we
construct a sequence �k 2 Stab.F/ whose word length in Out.Fn/ has a linear upper
bound in terms of k but whose word length in Stab.F/ has an exponential lower
bound.

A sketch of the proof in the special case of a one component free factor system In
the special case considered in Theorem 1(2), one has a free factor system F D fŒA�g
whose single component is the conjugacy class of a proper, nontrivial free factor
A < Fn of rank r � n� 2. The sequence �k 2 Stab.F/ D StabŒA� is described as
follows. Recall the rose Rn with n oriented edges labeled a1; : : : ; an , which allows
us to identify Fn � ha1; : : : ; ani � �1.Rn/. By conjugating A with the appropriate
element of Out.Fn/, we may assume that A D ha1; : : : ; ar i with 1 � r � n � 2.
Let � 2 Out.Fn/ be defined by a homotopy equivalence ‚W Rn! Rn which is the
identity on arC2[ � � � [ an , and whose restriction to the subgraph a1[ � � � [ arC1 is
an irreducible train track map of exponential growth (for this special case we make no
other assumptions on ‚, although in the general case below we pick a particular ‚).
By the train track property, for each k � 0 the path uk D‚

k.a1/ has no cancellation
and so may be regarded as a reduced word in the generators a1; : : : ; arC1 . Now define
�k 2 StabŒA� by the automorphism�

ai 7! ai if i < n,
an 7! anuk :

From the expression �kD�
k�0�

�k one sees immediately that the word length of �k in
Out.Fn/ has a linear upper bound in k . The hard work is to prove that the word length
of �k in StabŒA� has an exponential lower bound. The key properties of uk are that it is
a reduced word in the letters of the rank rC1 free factor B D ha1; : : : ; ar ; arC1i, and
that the number of occurrences in the word uk of the letter arC1 grows exponentially
in k .

The technique at the heart of the proof is counting occurrences of arC1 . Fixing any
conjugacy class  in Fn that is not represented by an element of B , for any  2StabŒA�
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we will describe a way to count occurrences of the letter arC1 in the conjugacy class
 . /, and we will show that this count defines a Lipschitz function on StabŒA� with
respect to word metric; see Lemma 22. Applying this to the conjugacy class  D Œan�

and to any factorization of  D �k as a word in the generators of StabŒA�, it will
follow that the word length of �k in StabŒA� is bounded below by a constant multiple
of the number of occurrences of arC1 in uk , which has an exponential lower bound.

The sequence �k in general We denote F D fŒA1�; : : : ; ŒAI �g. As needed we will
impose further restrictions on the free factors A1; : : : ;AI . On first reading the proof,
the reader may wish to focus on the special case I D 1 considered just above. To start
the construction we choose some marked graphs and subgraphs. At first we describe
these choices in general terms. Later we will specify further details of these choices in
three separate cases, depending on whether the number I of components of F is 1, 2

or � 3.

Choose a “base” marked graph Gb representing a vertex of the subcomplex KF
n of

Kn , with core subgraph Hb �Gb representing the free factor system F . Also choose
an edge Eb of Gb nHb . Make these choices so as satisfy the following requirements.
First, the components Hb D Hb;1 [ � � � [Hb;I are roses, with rose vertex denoted
xb;i 2Hb;i , so that ŒHb;i �D ŒAi �. Next, each endpoint of each edge of Gb nHb equals
some xb;i ; it follows that Gb nHb consists of exactly coindex.F/ edges. Finally, if
Eb is a loop then its base point is xb;1 , otherwise its two endpoints are xb;1;xb;2 .

Define a subgraph Jb � Gb as follows: if Eb is a loop then Jb D Hb;1 ; otherwise
JbDHb;1[Hb;2 . Let KbDJb[Eb . Let LbDHb[Eb , and so Kb is the component
of Lb containing Eb . Denote the connected free factor system B D ŒKb � D fŒB�g.
From the hypothesis that coindex.F/� 2 it follows that B <Fn is a proper free factor
of rank � 2. The components of Jb determine a free factor system A� F such that
A @ B and A has coindex 1 in B . If Eb is a loop then we may choose A1 so that
A D fŒA1�g and A1 < B is a corank 1 free factor of B ; otherwise we may choose
A1;A2 so that AD fŒA1�; ŒA2�g and so that we have a free factorization B DA1�A2 .

Define a marked graph Gc (which need not represent a vertex of KF
n ) as follows: when

Eb is a loop then Gc DGb ; and when Eb is not a loop then Gc is obtained from Gb

by collapsing Eb . In either case the quotient map Gb 7!Gc is a homotopy equivalence
preserving marking which restricts to homotopy equivalences from Lb;Kb �Gb to
core subgraphs Lc ;Kc � Gc , respectively, and so Kc is a component of Lc and
B D ŒKc � D ŒKb �. Note that Kc is a rose of rank � 2: when Eb is a loop then
Kc DKb DHb;1[Eb ; otherwise Kc is obtained from Kb DHb;1[Eb [Hb;2 by
collapsing Eb .
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Orient the edges of the rose Kc and enumerate them as e1; : : : ; em , which we can
take as a basis for the free group B . Let � 2 Out.Fn/ be represented by a homotopy
equivalence ‚W Gc!Gc which is the identity on Gc nKc and which restricts to the
following exponentially growing train track map on Kc :

‚.e1/D e1em;

‚.ei/D ei�1 if 2� i �m;

which is easily seen to be a homotopy equivalence since m� 2. This map ‚ is a train
track map, meaning that for all k � 0 the restriction of ‚k to each edge ei is an edge
path ‚k.ei/ without cancellation; this is true because ‚ is a positive map, respecting
orientation of edges. Also, by an application of the Perron–Frobenius Theorem [10],
the action of ‚ on Kc is exponentially growing, meaning that there exist constants
C > 0, r > 1 such that for all i; j D 1; : : : ;m and all sufficiently large k � 1 the
number of occurrences of ej in the edge path ‚k.ei/ exceeds C rk ; again this uses
that m� 2. Also let ‚W Gc!Gc be any homotopy inverse for ‚ which is the identity
on Gc nKc .

Pick an oriented edge � � Gc nLc whose terminal vertex is the rose vertex of Kc .
We define the sequence of outer automorphisms �k 2 Out.Fn/, k � 0, by picking
representative homotopy equivalences ˆk W Gc!Gc which restrict to the identity on
Gc n � and which satisfy

ˆk.�/D �uk ; where uk D‚
k.e1/:

Notice that if F has one component, whose rank r must therefore satisfy 1� r � n�2,
then (replacing “e” by “a”) by taking Fn D ha1; : : : ; ani, F D fŒha1; : : : ; ar i�g,
B D ha1; : : : ; arC1i, and � D an , this sequence �k 2 Out.Fn/ is exactly the one
described in the special case above.

Clearly ‚kˆ0 Dˆk‚
k , so �k D �

k�0�
�k 2 Out.Fn/, an expression which patently

demonstrates that the word length of �k in the group Out.Fn/ has a linear upper bound
in k . Also, since F @ ŒLb �D ŒLc � @ ŒGc n �� we have �k 2 Stab.F/. For the same
reason, �k also stabilizes the free factor systems A and B , that is, �k.A/DA and
�k.B/D B , a fact which we will use below.

The exponential lower bound It remains to prove that the word length of �k in the
group Stab.F/ has an exponential lower bound.

We shall define a nonnegative integer-valued function i .G/, where the parameter 
is a conjugacy class in Fn that is not represented by an element of the free factor B ,
and where the argument G is a marked graph representing a vertex of the subcomplex
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KF
n � Kn , so that i .G/ is a well-defined function of the vertex represented by G .

The function i .G/ depends implicitly on two other parameters as well, namely the
free factor systems A and B , and although we usually suppress this dependence, we
shall write i .G/ D i.GI ;A;B/ when we need to emphasize all three parameters.
Our strategy for finding an exponential lower bound to the word length of �k will
be to prove in Lemma 22 that for each fixed  the function i .G/ is a 2–Lipschitz
function on the vertex set of KF

n , and then to exhibit a value of the parameter  such
that i .Gb ��k/ has an exponential lower bound in k .

We set the notation needed to define i .G/. Let H �G be the core subgraph represent-
ing F , with components H DH1[ � � � [HI so that ŒHi �D ŒAi �. Let J D

S
j Hj be

the union of the one or two components of H representing A, so j 2 f1g if A has one
component and j 2 f1; 2g otherwise. In the universal cover eG consider the minimal
B–subtree S � eG , with quotient B–marked graph K D S=B . The composition
S ,! eG 7!G factors as

S 7! S=B DK
q
�!G;

where q is an immersion, and so K is the so-called “Stallings graph” of B . For each
j consider the Aj –minimal subtree Sj � S , and note that the universal covering mapeG 7! G restricts to a universal covering map Sj ! Hj ; passing to the quotient for
each j , we obtain an embedding J ,!K whose composition with qW K!G equals
the inclusion map J ,! G . Since AD ŒJ � has coindex 1 in B D ŒK� it follows that
the complement K nJ has one of the following forms: either K nJ is a single natural
edge denoted E �K having both endpoints in J ; or K nJ is a lollipop consisting of
a single natural loop edge disjoint from J denoted E , and another edge connecting
the vertex of E with some vertex of J .

For any g 2 Fn representing  we define a nonnegative integer i.g;G/ as follows.
Let Axis.g/� eG be the axis of the action of g on eG . Since g 62 B , the intersection
Axis.g/\S is a (possibly empty) finite path in S that projects to a (possibly empty)
finite path � in K whose endpoints need not be natural vertices of K . Define i.g;G/

to be the number of times that � entirely crosses the natural edge E in either direction.

Now define
i .G/D sup

g2
i.g;G/:

To see that this is finite, note that i.bgb�1;G/ D i.g;G/ for all b 2 B because
Axis.g/\ S and Axis.bgb�1/\ S D b.Axis.g//\ S D b.Axis.g/\ S/ project to
the same path in K . For any given compact subset X � eG there exist only finitely
many g representing  such that Axis.g/\X is nontrivial. Choosing X � S to be a
compact fundamental domain for the action of B , if g represents  and if Axis.g/ has
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nontrivial intersection with S then there exists b such that b.Axis.g//DAxis.bgb�1/

has nontrivial intersection with X . It follows that i .G/ is the maximum value of
ig.G/ as g varies over the finite subset of  for which Axis.g/\X is nonempty.
Since each ig.G/ is finite by construction, the maximum value is also finite.

We note the following properties of i .G/D i.GI ;A;B/:

Conjugacy invariance i.GI ;A;B/ depends only on the equivalence class of the
marked graph G and it depends only on A and B not on the choice of representative
subgroups Aj , B .

Equivariance i.G � I ;A;B/D i.GI . /;  .A/;  .B// for each  2 Stab.F/.

Note that for the quantity i.GI ;A;B/ to make sense it is necessary that A be
represented by some subgraph of G , which is guaranteed by the requirement that G

represents a vertex of KF
n . That same requirement also guarantees that the two sides

of the equivariance condition are defined for any  2 Stab.F/ (as long as  is not
represented by an element of B ).

We also note an important special case in which i .G/ can be computed “by inspection”,
namely, when the immersion gW K!G is an embedding. In this case g.E/ is either
a based embedded loop or an embedded arc intersecting J at most at its endpoints (in
the lollipop case the intersection is empty). For any conjugacy class  represented by
a circuit � in G that is not contained in K , the number i .G/ may be computed as
follows: enumerate the maximal subpaths of � contained in K , count the number of
occurrences of g.E/ in each such subpath, and take the maximum count over all such
subpaths of � .

The quantity i .G/ plays the same role in our proof of an exponential lower bound as
is played by the function denoted z̨. / in Alibegović’s paper [1], where an infinite
cyclic subgroup Out.Fn/ is proved to be undistorted by providing a linear lower bound
to the word length of the powers of the generator. The quantity z̨. / is a “count” of
the maximum number of consecutive fundamental domains of other group elements
that occur inside the axes of elements in the conjugacy class  . [1, Lemma 2.4] says
that this count barely changes under small moves, namely when z̨. / is replaced by
z̨.g. // for a generator g of Out.Fn/.

The following lemma shows that i .G/ barely changes under small moves, namely as
G moves along an edge in KF

n .

Lemma 22 For any nontrivial conjugacy class  in Fn which is not represented by
an element of B , the map G 7! i .G/ is an integer-valued 2–Lipschitz function on the
vertex set of the complex KF

n .
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Proof Consider two marked graphs G;G0 representing 0–simplices in KF
n that are

endpoints of a 1–simplex. Given g 2 Fn representing the conjugacy class  , in
particular g 62 B , it suffices to prove that ji.g;G/� i.g;G0/j � 2.

The notation for defining i .G/ and i.g;G/ was set above, and we adopt similar
notation for i .G

0/ and i.g;G0/ as follows. The subgraph of G0 realizing ADfŒAj �gj
is J 0D

S
j H 0j , with j 2f1g when A has one component and j 2f1; 2g otherwise. The

B –minimal subtree of eG0 is S 0�eG0 , with quotient K0DG0=B and induced immersion
K0 7!G0 . The Aj –minimal subtree of S 0 is S 0j �S 0 , and passing to quotients we have
an induced embedding J 0 ,!K0 so that the composition J 0 ,!K0 7!G0 is the usual
embedding J 0 ,!G0 . There is a natural edge E0�K0 such that either K0nJ 0DE0 or
K0 nJ 0 is a lollipop consisting of the loop edge E0 disjoint from J 0 and another edge
connecting the base point of E0 to a vertex in J 0 . The axis of the action of  on eG0 is
Axis0. /, the intersection S 0\Axis0. / is finite, and the image of this intersection is a
finite path �0 in K0 . The number i.g;G0/ equals the number of times that �0 crosses
E0 in either direction.

Up to reversing the order of G;G0 we may assume there is a quotient map � W G!G0

that preserves the marking and that collapses to a point each component of a natural
subforest F �G . Lift � to an Fn –equivariant quotient map z� W eG! eG 0 that collapses
to a point each component of the full preimage eF � eG of F . By Lemma 14, z�.S/DS 0 ,
and so there is an induced quotient map �K W K 7!K0 which is a homotopy equivalence.
This quotient map collapses to a point each component of the subforest FK �K which
is the downstairs image in K of the B –equivariant subforest eF S DS \ eF of S . Also
by Lemma 14, z�.Sj /DS 0j for each j , and so �K .J /D J 0 and �K .K nJ /DK0 nJ 0 .

In what follows one should keep in mind that FK is a union of edges in the simplicial
structure on K induced by the simplicial structure on eG , but not necessarily in the
natural simplicial structure on K .

We claim that E 6�FK and that �K .E/DE0 . To prove this we use that �K W .K;J /!

.K0;J 0/ is a homotopy equivalence of pairs, and that �K .K n J /DK0 n J 0 . In the
case that K nJ equals E we have E 6� FK , for otherwise �K W J ! J 0 would not be
a homotopy equivalence; moreover, in this case the fact that K nJ DE is a natural
edge of K implies that K0 nJ 0 is a natural edge of K0 , which must therefore equal
E0 . In the case that K nJ is a lollipop with loop edge E and with edge ˛ connecting
the base vertex of E to a vertex of J , we have E 6� FK for otherwise �K W K!K0

would not be a homotopy equivalence. In the subcase that ˛ 6� FK it follows that
K0 nJ 0 is a lollipop with loop edge E0 whose base point is connected to a vertex of
J 0 by the edge ˛0 D �K .˛/, and �K takes E to E0 . In the subcase that ˛ � FK it
follows K0 nJ 0 is the natural edge E0 . This proves the claim.
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In all cases of the proof of the above claim, it follows furthermore that �K restricts to a
map E 7!E0 that collapses to a point each component of the subforest FE DE\FK .

By Lemma 14 we have z�.Axis.g//DAxis0.g/, and so z�.S\Axis.g//DS 0\Axis0.g/.
It follows that sequence of edges of the edge path �0 in K0 is obtained from the sequence
of edges of the edge path � in K by erasing edges in FK and then taking the �K

images of the remaining edges. From this it follows that different crossings of E by �
are mapped by �K to different crossings of E0 by �0 . Furthermore, the only way that
there can be any additional crossings of E0 by �0 beyond those just described is when
�0 has an initial or terminal subpath which equals an initial or terminal subsegment
of E0 whose complement in E0 is contained in FK , and there can be at most 2 such
subpaths of �0 , one for each endpoint. It follows that i.g;G/� i.g;G0/� i.g;G/C2.

We complete the proof of distortion of Stab.F/ by applying Lemma 22 to find an
exponential lower bound in k to the word length of �k in the group Stab.F/. We
do this in three cases depending on the cardinality of F . In each case we proceed
as follows: first we specify additional details of the choices of Gb and Eb ; we then
specify the choice of the edge �; we next specify the choice of a conjugacy class
denoted 0 that is not represented by an element of B ; and we show that i0

.Gb ��k/

grows exponentially in k .

Case 1: F has one component In this case we choose Gb to be a rose with subrose Hb .
The edge Eb must be a loop. The subgraphs Hb D Jb � Kb D Lb are all roses.
Since Eb is a loop we have Gc DGb , and each object with “b” subscript equals its
corresponding object with “c” subscript; we shall use the “b” subscript henceforth in
Case 1.

The chosen edge �� Gb nLb must be a loop. Choose the conjugacy class 0 to be
the one represented in Gb by the loop �. By inspection we have i0

.Gb/ D 0. Let
k D �k.0/, which is the conjugacy class in Fn represented by

ˆk.�/D‚
kˆ‚

k
.�/D‚kˆ.�/D‚k.�e1/D �‚

k.e1/;

where the second equation is true because the homotopy inverse ‚ is the identity on
Gb nKb . This is clearly a circuit in Gb , i.e., there is no cancellation, because ‚jKb is
a train track map. This circuit is not contained in Kb , and it has exactly one maximal
path in Kb , namely ‚k.e1/. By inspection it follows that ik

.Gb/ is equal to the
number of occurrences of Eb in the edge path ‚k.e1/, and as noted above after the
definition of ‚, this number has an exponential lower bound in k . It follows that the
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number

ji0
.Gb ��k/� i0

.Gb/j D i0
.Gb ��k/D i.Gb ��k I 0;A;B/

D i.GbI�k.0/; �k.A/; �k.B//
D i.GbI k ;A;B/D ik

.Gb/

has an exponential lower bound in k . Applying Lemma 22, the length of the shortest
path in KF

n from Gb to Gb�k has an exponential lower bound in k . Applying
Lemma 21 and Corollary 10, the word length of �k in the group Stab.F/ has an
exponential lower bound in k .

Case 2: F has two components If it so happens that coindex.F/ � 3 then one can
almost directly copy the proof of Case 1: choose Gb to be a union of two roses with
an edge connecting their base points, so that the second rose equals Hb;2 and the first
rose is the union of Hb;1 plus at least two other loops; choose one of the latter loops
to be Eb and another to be �; choose 0 to be the conjugacy class represented by �.

But we can dispatch Case 2 in full generality, using only the hypothesis coindex.F/�2,
by a slightly different argument. Choose Gb to be the union of two roses with the edge
Eb connecting their base points, so that the first rose equals Hb;1 and the second rose
is the union of Hb;2 plus at least one other loop; we have Jb D Hb D Hb;1 [Hb;2

and Lb DKb DHb [Eb . The quotient map Gb 7! Gc collapses the edge Eb to a
point. The marked graph Gc is a rose, the union of the proper subrose Lc DKc D

Hc;1[Hc;2 and at least one other loop. Choose �D �c �Gc nLc to be one of the latter
loops. The general formulas given earlier now apply, for the homotopy equivalences
ˆ;‚W Gc!Gc , and for the sequence �k represented by the homotopy equivalences
ˆk D‚

kˆ‚k W Gc!Gc .

Choose 0 to be the conjugacy class represented in Gc by the loop �c . Note that 0 is
also represented in Gb by a loop edge which we shall denote �0 and which intersects
Kb only in the base point of the rose Hb;2 , and so by inspection we have i0

.Gb/D 0.
Let k D �k.0/. Exactly as in Case 1, k is represented in Gc by the circuit �cuk ,
where uk D‚

k.e1/ and e1 is the first enumerated edge in Kc .

We claim that ik
.Gb/ has an exponential lower bound in k . Once this claim is

established, the exact same argument as in Case 1 shows that the word length of �k in
Stab.F/ has exponential lower bound.

Intuitively, to prove the claim we count occurrences of the edge Eb in the path uk . But
this does quite not make sense because Eb lives in Gb while uk lives in Gc . Instead
we proceed as follows. The path uk lives in the subrose Kc which is the union of the
two subroses Hc;1 and Hc;2 intersecting only at their common rose vertex. Note that
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there exists k0 such that the edge path ‚k0.e1/ contains some edge of Hc;1 and some
edge of Hc;2 and so by connectivity ‚k0.e1/ contains a 2–edge subpath � consisting
of one edge of Hc;1 and one edge of Hc;2 . Since ‚k�k0.e1/ contains an exponentially
growing number of copies of e1 , it follows that uk D‚

k.e1/ contains an exponentially
growing number of copies of the subpath � .

We may assume that the edges e1; : : : ; em of Kc are listed so that e1; : : : ; e` are the
edges of Hc;1 and e`C1; : : : ; em are the edges of Hc;2 , where 1 � ` <m. We may
then list the edges of Hb;1 and Hb;2 as e0

1
; : : : ; e0

`
and e0

`C1
; : : : ; e0m , respectively, so

that e0i maps to ei under the map Gb 7!Gc that collapses Eb . There is a unique closed
edge path u0k in Gb with initial and terminal points at the rose vertex of Hb;2 such that
the image of u0k under the collapse map Gb 7!Gc equals uk : the path u0k is obtained
from uk by adding prime symbols 0 to edges in the edge path uk , inserting a copy
of Eb or Eb wherever uk has a two-edge subpath which crosses between Hb;1 and
Hb;2 , inserting an initial copy of Eb if uk starts with an edge of Hc;1 , and inserting
a terminal copy of Eb if uk ends with an edge of Hc;1 . From this description, and
the fact that uk contains exponentially many copies of � , it follows that u0k at least as
many copies of Eb . Furthermore, it follows that k is represented in Gb by �0u0k . It
now follows by inspection that ik

.Gb/ grows exponentially in k , proving the claim
and completing Case 2.

Case 3: F has three or more components If it so happens that coindex.F/� 4 then
one can handle Case 3 by copying the method of Case 1, and if coindex.F/� 3 then
one can copy Case 2. But we can dispatch Case 3 in full generality by a slightly
different argument.

Choose Gb so that there is an edge from the rose vertex xi�1 of Hb;i�1 to the rose
vertex xi of Hb;i for i D 2; : : : ; I , and with additional loop edges, if any, based at the
rose vertex xI of Hb;I . Choose Eb to be the unique edge connecting x1 and x2 , and
so Kb DHb;1[Eb[Hb;2 . Under quotient map Gb 7!Gc that collapses Eb , we have
a subrose Kc DHc;1[Hc;2 �Gc . Choose � to be the unique edge of Gc connecting
the rose vertices of Kc and Hc;3 , oriented to have terminal vertex on the rose Kc . The
general formula now applies for defining the homotopy equivalences ˆ;‚W Kc!Kc ,
and the homotopy inverse ‚W Kc!Kc , and for defining the sequence �k represented
by homotopy equivalences ˆk D‚

kˆ‚k W Gc!Gc .

The remaining issue is to choose an appropriate conjugacy class 0 . In Cases 1 and 2
we chose 0 to be represented in Gc by the loop edge �, but in the present case � is
not a loop. Instead we choose 0 to be the conjugacy class represented in Gc by a
loop of the form � D ����. We choose � to be any loop in Hc;3 based at its rose
vertex. We choose � to be a loop in Kc based at its rose vertex, taking care that for
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each k we avoid cancellation in the loop

ˆk.�/Dˆk.�/ˆk.�/ˆk.�/ˆk.�/D ��uk�xukx�

which represents k D �
k.0/ in Gc . The only possibilities for cancellation are at

the concatenation point of uk� and at the concatenation point of �xuk . Here we take
advantage of the fact that the original formula for ‚ is a positive map on the rose Kc

with respect to the chosen orientations of its edges e1; : : : ; em , and so uk is a positive
word in these edges for each k . To avoid cancellation it therefore suffices to choose
� D e1xe2 ; this is possible because Kc has � 2 edges.

As in Case 2, the edge path uk , and so also the loop ˆk.�/, contains exponentially
many 2–edge paths consisting of one edge of Hc;1 and another edge of Hc;2 . In
the marked graph Gb , the conjugacy class k is therefore represented by a loop that
contains exponentially many copies of Eb and Eb , and furthermore that loop contains
a unique maximal subpath in Kb . From this it follows by inspection that ik

.Gb/

grows exponentially in k . The proof now proceeds as in Case 1 to show that the word
length of �k in Stab.F/ grows exponentially.
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